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Monitoring the COVID-19 situation very closely,
Lufthansa Technik is in close contact with all
stakeholders and partners and continues to
implement measures to mitigate potential
operational and economic effects on its customers.
(Photo: Lufthansa Technik)
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A WORD

FROM EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Even during this torrid Corona
crisis, Lufthansa Technik continues
to provide reliable services and
fulfillment based on a solid network
of global MRO operations in the
Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific and
a vast network of subcontractors

A new type of virus known as the CoronaVirus, also
dubbed as COVID-19 has spread across the world leaving a large
number of nations including India, in a state of total paralysis.
The lockdown at the national level imposed by the Government
of India commencing on March 25 is still in place. The effect of
the COVID-19 pandemic has crippled practically all segments
of the Indian economy, especially the Indian airline industry, as
all domestic and international flights have been stopped. It will
be difficult to predict the timeframe in which the airlines can
hope to get back on their feet and the nation can hope to effect
economic recovery. In this issue, Wing Commander R.K. Yadav
gives us an overview on the impact of COVID-19 on the Indian
Airlines industry.
Another segment that has been adversely affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic is the Business Aviation sector. This issue
of SP’s Aviation carries a detailed analysis of the problem by
Rohit Kapur, the former President of BAOA. He has catalogued
the plight of this sector and has made a number of practical
suggestions to solve the problem, clearly bringing out the steps
that the government needs to take.
In the prevailing situation, the Indian Air Force (IAF) has
stepped in to provide the much needed relief by transporting
medicines, medical equipment and medical personnel on a
large scale to every part of this country and even abroad. A
report by Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd) on the role of the IAF
in the battle against the COVID-19 is also included.
March 14, 2020, will be marked as a landmark day for the
MRO sector in India when the GST council, in an attempt to boost
the Indian MRO industry, reduced the GST on MRO services from
18 to 5 per cent. This is seen as a huge support for the floundering Indian MRO sector and hopefully make India as a MRO hub,
at least in South Asia. The current MRO scenario in India is catalogued in this issue by Anil Chopra while there is an analysis by
Pulak Sen on the effect of this reduced GST on the sector.
In this issue we have interviewed Gerald Steinhoff, Sr. Vice

President, Corporate Sales, Asia Pacific, Lufthansa Technik, the
global leader in MRO services, who completes 25 years of providing flawless services. Even during this torrid Corona crisis,
Lufthansa Technik continues to provide reliable services and
fulfillment based on a solid network of global MRO operations
in the Americas, EMEA and Asia Pacific and a vast network of
subcontractors.
A major event in the global aerospace and defence industry
earlier this year has been the merger of Raytheon and United
Technologies Corporation. This historic merger has created the
world’s most advanced aerospace and defence systems provider known as Raytheon Technologies Corporation. This new
enterprise is expected to transform the aerospace and defence
landscape the world over and is expected to become a dominant
global supplier to military and civil customers. A detailed report
by Ayushee Chaudhary on the merger has been included in this
issue of the magazine.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Wish you
better days ahead without the menace of the COVID-19 global
pandemic and many happy landings when the Indian civil aviation industry is back on track!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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NEWS WITH VIEWS
NEWS
NEW RUNWAY AT KEMPEGOWDA INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT FULLY OPERATIONAL
The new runway, called the South Runway, at the Kempegowda International Airport (KIA)
which was restricted to limited operations since its commissioning in December last year,
is now equipped to handle both arrivals and departures. When it was commissioned on
December 6, 2019, it was only handling departures and in the initial days the operations
were confined to second half of the day. “The South Runway will begin with limited landings
and takeoffs before gradually scaling up flight operations. The runway will initially have CAT
I certification and, as operations stabilise, will progressively manage CAT III B operations,
enabling landing and takeoff in extremely low visibility conditions,” the airport operators
had said when the runway was commissioned. However, now it has been handling both
arrivals and departures.

PHOTOGRAPH: FANJIANHUA / WWW.FREEPIK.COM

VIEWS
In the years following the liberalisation of the Indian
aviation sector, a number of private airlines emerged on the scene
beginning in the mid 1990s. This led to a rapid growth air traffic
through the major cities including Bangalore where civil flights
operated through Bangalore airport that was jointly managed by
two other agencies namely the Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) and the Indian Air Force. As the space available at HAL
airport for operations of civil flights was extremely limited and
there was no scope for expansion, it reached saturation point very
soon. It was clear that in the context of the rapid growth of civil
air traffic, the civil enclave at HAL airport was inadequate and the
city needed a much larger airport to be used exclusively for civil
flights. Thus it was that a new international airport at Devanhalli
was sanctioned by the Government, fortunately without any dithering and delay. Construction of the airport, now known as Kempegowda International Airport (KIA), commenced in July 2005
and the airport with one runway, was operational in May 2008,
in less than three years at a total cost of `1,930 crore. It was a
remarkable achievement indeed especially in terms of time frame!
KIA was initially designed to handle 4.5 million passengers;
but by the time construction began, the anticipated traffic had
risen to 6.7 million. Thus the necessary changes in design were
made and when KIA was commissioned in 2008, it had the
capacity to handle 11 million passengers annually. KIA was the
third airport in India to be built under the Public Private Partnership programme of the Government.
Having made the new runway operational, Bangalore International Airport Limited (BIAL), the company in charge of the
management of KIA, has a number of plans to upgrade and
enhance the capability of the airport through other programmes
under the `13,000 crore expansion plans that are underway.
Apart from strengthening and upgrade of the existing runway,
taxiways, tarmac for parking of aircraft and development of new
facilities/associated infrastructure, the most notable item on the
list is to upgrade the capability of the old runway in use since
May 2008, to CAT III standard which will enable it to operate
flights in very low visibility conditions and to be on par with the
new South runway. A Request for Proposal has already been

www.sps-aviation.com

issued for the installation, testing and commissioning of Cat-III
system for the old runway. However, this work will entail closure
of the runway to operations up to at least the end of the current
year by which time the upgrade of capability to CAT III standard
is expected to be completed. However, unlike in 2017 when large
scale repair work on the runway and taxiways was undertaken,
this time around, there would be no impact on airport operations
as flights can be conveniently diverted to the new South runway.
Alongside the new South runway, KIA is to get the second
terminal as well, located on the Southern side of the new South
runway. This new terminal will enhance the passenger handling
capacity of the airport by another 25 million per annum. In
2018-19, the KIA had handled well over 33 million passengers,
maintaining its position as the country’s third busiest airport.
But the ambitions of the people of Karnataka do not seem to
rest here and for good reason. There is now a clamour for the
third runway at KIA for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the annual
air passenger traffic through KIA is expected to cross 75 million
in not too distant a future. The rate at which passenger traffic
through KIA has been growing in recent years, the figure of 75
million could well be reached by 2025. A written request for the
third runway at KIA has been projected to the Government of
Karnataka by the Bangalore Political Action Committee (BPAC)
headed by Kiran Mazumdar Shaw, Chairperson and Managing
Director of Biocon Limited who the President of BPAC and T.V.
Mohandas Pai, the Vice President who is the Chairman of Manipal Global Education, Manipal University.
The letter to the Karnataka Government by the luminaries from BPAC highlights the recent study released by Airports
Council International that ranks KIA as one of the fastest growing international airports in the country and hence it is imperative to plan for a third runway to cope with the growing air traffic. It also emphasises that given the rapidly growing air traffic,
KIA will need to have two runways operational all the time and
the availability of a third runway will ensure that the operational
efficiency of KIA is never compromised. SP
—BY AIR MARSHAL B.K. PANDEY (RETD)
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COVID-19

MILITARY

AN IAF C-17 GLOBEMASTER AIRCRAFT AT THE HINDAN AIRBASE ON MARCH 9, 2020. THE AIRCRAFT TOOK OFF TO TEHRAN TO AIRLIFT
INDIAN CITIZENS STRANDED IN IRAN.

THE INDIAN AIR FORCE
RESPONSE
The IAF is ever ready and geared up to meet all the emerging needs of the nation and to
support the ongoing war against the COVID-19 Pandemic.

PHOTOGRAPHS: IAF

By AIR MARSHAL B.K. PANDEY (RETD)
It was on December 01 last year that a new type of
virus of unknown origin that caused symptoms in human
beings that were somewhat similar to Pneumonia, was first
reported from Wuhan, the capital of Hubei province in Central China. Transmitted easily through close human-to-human
contact, this new health hazard that turned out to have a high
fatality rate especially in the elderly and those with pre-existing
diseases such as diabetes and high blood pressure, was dubbed
as Coronavirus abbreviated as COVID-19. With no drug available for treating specially this affliction, the infection spread rapidly like wild fire not only within China, but all across the globe,
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virulently engulfing large sections of the population of nations
especially in Europe such as Italy, France and the United Kingdom (UK). Surprisingly, the United States (US) which is located
far away from China, has been one of the nations that has been
severely affected by this virus. India too has not been spared,
but quite fortunately, with distinctly lower numbers infected and
lower fatalities as compared with the nations mentioned above.
This is attributable largely to the very timely and stern measures
adopted by the central government under directions by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in consonance with the state governments including even those with different political affiliations.

www.sps-aviation.com

COVID-19

MILITARY

AN IAF C-130J AIRCRAFT AIRLIFTING THE TEAM OF ARMED FORCES MEDICAL SERVICES (AFMS) RAPID RESPONSE FROM KUWAIT ALONG WITH A SIX-YEAR OLD
GIRL SUFFERING FROM CANCER, REQUIRING IMMEDIATE EMERGENCY SURGERY ACCOMPANIED BY HER FATHER ON APRIL 25, 2020.

By the end of January this year, the COVID-19 outbreak to the civil administration that is engaged efforts to keep the
was initially declared a Public Health Emergency of Interna- situation arising out of COVID-19 under control.
tional Concern by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and
later a “Pandemic” on March 11, 2020. The Government of AIRLIFT CAPABILITY
India resorted to a “Junta Curfew” on Sunday March 22 this A major requirement of the nation in this unprecedented crisis
year that was followed by a country-wide lockdown for 21 days has been the need for transportation of large quantities of medicommencing on March 25, 2020. During the period of the lock- cines and medical equipment to all parts of the country espedown, people were required to remain confined to their homes cially to the remote areas of the country that even under normal
and numerous preventive measured were put in place which conditions, are not easily accessible. As surface transport by way
included cancellation of all rail and air services, imposition of of goods trains or trucks were not permitted to ply, air transporrestrictions on travel by road and any kind of congregation by tation by civil aircraft of medical supplies was an option. Unforpeople for religious or any other purpose, was prohibited. Edu- tunately, the capability of private airlines as also of the national
cational institutions, shopping malls,
carrier Air India to transport cargo to
department stores, gyms, clubs and
various locations across the nation, is
cinema halls were all ordered to close
somewhat limited, deteriorating further
down. All these measures led to a near
under the existing lockdown conditions.
total paralytic state for the nation.
Under these circumstances, the fleet of
The Government
The Pandemic has also been
transport aircraft available with the IAF
of India has issued
described in some quarters as the
proved to be the most appropriate and
“Third World War” waged by China.
convenient solution. The available fleet
comprehensive
While it may take some time and effort
of C-17 Globemaster III strategic heavy
instructions to the
to validate this theory, the fact is that
lift aircraft as well as the C-130J Super
the nation today is faced with a grave
Hercules tactical transport aircraft were
IAF directing the
situation that could be compared to one
utilised for this purpose.
service to make
during a war thus necessitating interavailable all the
vention by the Indian Air Force (IAF)
ENTER THE IAF
to battle the threats and impediments
Involvement of the IAF to provide proper
required support and
arising out of the extended lockdown.
and speedy response to the COVID-19
assistance to the civil
The Government of India has issued
crisis and to fight a new enemy, was very
comprehensive instructions to the IAF
professional. The IAF had set up a Crisis
administration
directing the service to make available
Management Cell at Air Headquarters
all the required support and assistance
in New Delhi as well as at the different

www.sps-aviation.com
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COVID-19

MILITARY

IAF AIRCRAFT BEING LOADED WITH ESSENTIAL MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND COMMODITIES TO BE AIRLIFTED TO VARIOUS PARTS OF THE COUNTRY
AS PART OF IAF’S ASSISTANCE TO THE CIVIL ADMINISTRATION TO FIGHT AGAINST SPREAD OF COVID-19.

Command Headquarters across the nation to monitor the prevailing situation and provide immediate response and assistance
that the situation required. The IAF has been supporting the
battle against COVID-19 by airlifting essential medical supplies
and commodities to equip the state governments and other supporting agencies to combat the deadly virus effectively. In addition, the IAF is employing smaller aircraft such as the Dornier to
carry samples for testing and medical teams that need to be sent
to different locations on an urgent basis. The medical supplies
include personal protective equipment (PPE), hand sanitisers,
surgical gloves, thermal scanners along with the required medical personnel. Regular airlifting of COVID-19 test samples from
various locations to Delhi is also being carried. For this task, all
transport aircraft of the IAF including An-32. AVRO and Dornier
aircraft of the IAF are being employed on ‘as required’ basis. The
IAF is adequately geared up to meet all the emerging demands.
The required supplies have been regularly airlifted across
the nation extending from Jammu and Kashmir and Ladakh
in the Northern Region to Prayagraj, Gorakhpur, Bareilly and
Agra in the Central region and to Guwahati, Dibrugarh, Mohanbari, Manipur, Nagaland and Gangtok in the North East. Apart
from these, there are a number of destinations in South India
to which the required medical supplies have been airlifted. The
IAF has been playing a critical role in the fight against COVID19 in Ladakh that remains cut off from the rest of the nation
due to snow bound passes in the Himalayas. IAF aircraft are
constantly ferrying in medical personnel as well as the needed
medical supplies and emergency equipment to Leh and flying
out blood samples for COVID-19 testing to Chandigarh and
Delhi. Ladakh has reported several positive cases, including the
first soldier from the Indian Army to suffer this infection.
The IAF has airlifted critical medical supplies even to Male,
the capital of the Maldives in an exercise dubbed as Operation Sanjeevani. Maldives has been suffering from shortage of
essential medical supplies as its connectivity with India which
its main source of medical supplies, was disrupted after lockdown on account of COVID-19.
QUARANTINE FACILITIES
Apart from providing air transportation for medical personnel
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and supplies, the IAF has created nine quarantine centres at
the major IAF stations across the country with capacity of each
facility ranging from 200 to 300 personnel. In addition, every
station also has a quarantine centre with a capacity for 50 to
60 persons which can be expanded further. Also, the Command
Hospital Air Force at Bengaluru located on the Old Airport
Road, has been designated as the first laboratory in the IAF to
undertake COVID-19 testing. This will significantly enhance the
nation’s ability to carry out quick testing of suspected cases and
allow prompt and timely intervention where required. The IAF
continues to take measures to provide all possible assistance
to the civil administration across the country in containing the
spread of COVID-19. Quarantine facilities created at IAF bases
across the country continue to be functional.
EVACUATION OF PERSONNEL
The Government of India has undertaken evacuation from several countries in the wake of the COVID-19 outbreak to bring
back Indian citizens as well as nationals from other countries.
While a significant part of this task is and has been handled
by the Air India, the transport fleet of the IAF has also lent a
helping hand. On February 26 this year, a C-17 Globemaster III
aircraft of the IAF evacuated 112 passengers from Hubei province in China. Among these, 76 were Indian citizens and the
remaining 36 were citizens of Myanmar, Bangladesh, Maldives,
China, the US, Madagascar and South Africa. On the way out to
Wuhan, as a goodwill gesture, the IAF C-17 aircraft had carried
15 tonnes of medical supplies for COVID-19 victims in China.
On March 10, 2020, a C-17 Globemaster aircraft of the IAF
airlifted 58 Indian pilgrims, all evacuees from COVID-19 hit
Iran, arrived at the IAF base at Hindon. All 58 passengers on
board were quarantined at Hindon where the IAF had established the required facilities to provide adequate care and support and had activated the necessary medical protocols. The
C-17 aircraft had also brought 529 samples for investigation.
THE FINAL WORD
The IAF is ever ready and geared up to meet all the emerging
needs of the nation and to support the ongoing war against the
COVID-19 Pandemic. SP
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COVID-19

BUSINESS AVIATION

WAY FORWARD
The government needs to work with greater empathy and trust towards
the industry and to ensure that the businesses are given immediate
blood transfusion so that they can survive

ILLUSTRATION: ANOOP KAMATH

By ROHIT KAPUR
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COVID-19

BUSINESS AVIATION

Much has been written about the economic fallout
of the COVID-19 situation and how it is going to impact the
growth of the Indian economy and the job situation in the
coming times. One thing is for sure; no one is going to escape
the impact of this pandemic! The aviation, hospitality and the
travel/tourism industries are going to be the most severely
affected and will take the longest time to get back on their feet,
as per most experts. These sectors are staring at phenomenal
job losses, with large scale distress all around. However, as with
every adverse situation, there will be opportunities and new
ways of doing business, which need to be considered. There will
be a new definition of how things were done earlier and how
they will be done in the future. A sort of “Before COVID-19” (BC)
and “After Disease” (AD).
I will limit this article to the Business Aviation (BA) industry,
the impact of COVID-19 pandemic on this sector and how we need
to reorient ourselves to survive. I will also cover a section on the
initiatives that need to be taken by the government to ease the
pain and help the industry to survive.
BUSINESS AVIATION INDUSTRY: AN OVERVIEW
The term Business Aviation (BA) is unique, and not found in the
ICAO terminology. However, it is used by the NBAA and other
industry bodies. NBAA defines Business Aviation (BA) as “The
use of any general aviation aircraft for a business purpose”. The
Federal Aviation Administration defines general aviation as all
flights that are not conducted by the military or the scheduled
airlines. As such, business aviation is a part of general aviation
that focuses on the business use of airplanes and helicopters.
In India, BA consists of the following:
• All aircraft and helicopters being used by air charter companies operating under Non-Scheduled Operator’s Permit
(NSOP).
• All aircraft and helicopters being used by business houses
for the transportation of their own management and
employees, in the private category.
• Smaller aircraft being used by individuals who are ownerpilots. These are extremely limited in number, hence not discussed here any further.
EFFECT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC IN THE AD ERA

operations survive on tight cash flows and since all operations
have come to a grinding halt, they have major cash flow issues
in continuing to pay salaries to the their employees, including
pilots and engineers, who are all highly skilled and high salaried personnel. The helicopter companies are in dire straits,
as the religious tourism has stopped completely. The present
season of Shri Kedarnath Yatra, Shri Amarnath Yatra, Mata
Vaishno Devi operations etc, have all ceased, with a high probability that the entire season will be lost. Even if the lockdown
is lifted, chances of pilgrims returning for religious pilgrimage
in crowded places, seem bleak. Survival of these companies,
especially the small ones, looks difficult. Most of them have helicopters that are on lease for which rentals must be paid. With
their present cash flows, this is a huge challenge. The larger
companies may scrape out of it due to their cash flow reserves.
For fixed-wing charters, the situation seems somewhat better. Once the lockdown is lifted, their operation can start again.
In fact, there may be a spike in their flying, as some people who
used to fly commercially in the BC era, may prefer to travel by
chartering aircraft. Commercial flying is going to become even
more painful, with long waiting time at airports, which will be
the likely norm, once flying operations resume. If the fixed-wing
charters can survive this period of the lockdown in terms of cash
flows, their recovery will be much faster. However, they will need
support from the government for some time till things returns
to normal. These are discussed later. NSOPs that are subsidiaries of large corporations and are used for captive flying, will
resume normal operations once the lockdown ends as they are
supported by the deep pockets of their parent companies.
Private Operations
Most aircraft that are operated by companies in the private
category, are being used by the senior management and company employees for their transportation needs and for efficient access to remote areas for business opportunities. Most
of these will resume normal operations once the lockdown is
lifted. Some companies will find themselves under financial distress and may decide to sell their aircraft, since the company
profitability may not allow the use of private aircraft or helicopters. However, the need of the hour will be for the government to encourage use of private aircraft, as the efficiency that
it brings to businesses is well proven. To get the economy back
on track, the government needs to address the challenges of this
segment. Every private aircraft that is used efficiently, creates
employment and adds to profitability of the company, which in
turn adds to the GDP of the country.

The Charter (NSOP) Companies
There are approximately 130 companies operating under this segment, which is also called NSOP (Non-Scheduled Operator’s Permit), and these have a total of about 350 aircraft and helicopters
operating in this category. The figures are
approximate and a slight variation is not
relevant here. The aircraft fleet consists
of large, medium and small business jets
Every private
as also single-engine and twin-engine
helicopters. All of these are used for charaircraft that is used
ter operations on day-to-day basis, for
efficiently, creates
international and domestic air charters.
employment and
Some of these companies are subsidiaries of large corporates and their use is
adds to profitability
captive for the charter of their own group
of the company,
companies. Some NSOP operators are
pure helicopter companies, which are
which in turn adds
used for religious pilgrimage or oil and
to the GDP of the
gas exploration.
country
For most charter companies, the
present situation is grim. The NSOP
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Reorientation of Business
The first lesson that seems clear is that
for aviation companies to survive, they
need to focus on cash flows and profitability. Gone are the days of reckless
competition, where companies competed
on unsustainable margins just to capture market share. The charter rates of
some of the aircraft and helicopters have
remained constant for the last decade
and in some cases, have even gone
lower, while the input costs have gone
up many times over. The bubble had to
burst at some stage, and it has. From
now onwards, companies will have to
either do business with profits and ethics
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in mind or else get out of the business. They will not be able to survive otherwise. The good news is that some of the operators, who
were muddying the waters by irrational pricing, may not survive
at all. Now is the time to clean up.
There may also be an opportunity to set up a new business
model as was done with the advent of Low-Cost Carriers (LCCs),
which disrupted the scheduled airline business in the early
2000s. We need to a create a new segment called the Low-Cost
Business Aircraft (LCBA). This is the segment that will cater to
the new entrants who are moving from commercial to business
aviation and do not want to pay as much as they would for a
regular charter. This can be achieved by some of the following:
• Using smaller and more fuel-efficient aircraft, than the bigger jets.
• Use of pre-owned aircraft. The limit of 18 years vintage for
import of aircraft needs a re-look and has no rationality in
the present context.
• Selling of seats rather than the whole aircraft. DGCA rules
allow this under certain circumstances. This needs to be
expanded.
• Operations on regular schedule and the permission to publish the schedule for such flights, just as it was done in the
case of UDAN. Imagine if there is regular service from Delhi
to Mumbai, and vice versa, with LCBAs, which can sell individual seats at a cost that may be 25 per cent higher than a
business class ticket! I am confident that such a venture will
have many takers.
Allow Fractional Ownership of aircraft. The Fractional Ownership model is accepted world-wide, which allows individuals
to purchase a fraction of an aircraft and file the interest of each
owner as an individual entity for all purposes, including taxation and depreciation benefits. This will allow first time buyers
to use BA, without major financial commitment. Net Jets, owned
by Berkshire Hathaway, is one of the largest fractional ownership company in the world, with over 700 aircraft in operations.
Allow aircraft management companies to flourish in India.
Again, this is a business model used across the world and
allows consolidation and efficiency for the companies. Single
aircraft owners can utilise the services of aircraft management
companies to operate more efficiently and safely, while keeping
all benefits that accrue to them from the taxation perspective.
Jet Aviation and Lux Aviation are some of the big names that are
global aircraft management companies.
All the above measure will bring more efficiency and
accountability in the system. This will allow better profitability
for the operators, while encouraging transparency and safety.
GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION
Apart from the issues discussed above,
the following additional measures are
suggested:
• Rationalisation of GST on import
of private aircraft and helicopters.
This is a long pending demand. The
present rate of 28 per cent is unsustainable and needs to be brought
down to five per cent to be on a par
with NSOP holders.
• DGCA Restructuring. Now than ever
before, the DGCA needs to get on to
the e-platform to minimise contact
with the operators. The project has
been in the pipeline for the past six
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years and even now, the end is not in sight. The DGCA Charter also lays down timelines for response to operators. This
charter is seldom adhered to, with many aircraft left standing on the ground due to delay in clearances by the DGCA.
The DGCA charter must be strictly implemented and DGCA
officials must be held accountable for the same. Minimum
downtime of aircraft should be the motto for all.
Waiving off all parking charges and royalties at all airports
till December 31, 2020.
Waive off all taxes on Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) for a period
of two years and thereafter bring it under the GST regime.
Reduce GST on charters to five per cent from 18 immediately.
Allow 100 per cent depreciation to companies on purchase
of aircraft in the first year itself. This will provide more
liquidity in the hands of the companies and encourage them
to buy aircraft, which in turn has a domino effect on the
economy and employment. This is being done in the United
States and a few other countries.
All Bank Guarantees given to government agencies by Charter Operators should be released immediately to improve
cash flow situations in companies.
Moratorium for DGCA on the requirement for DGCA officials to visit OEMs/Training facilities/MROs for the purpose
of audit and clearances and type certification. All of this can
be done remotely for a period of two years to save on time
and money and enhance efficiency of the system.
Rationalising of training requirements for all skilled personnel of the industry. This would include pilots, AMEs, GH
staff etc. While safety is of paramount concern, a more efficient way can be devised that will require minimum travel
requirements for people, especially to international destinations. Online training for theory, with practical OJT within
the country to be encouraged.
Needless to say that all other intervention that the government plans for MSMEs, should also be implemented for the
Charter industry, as all of them fall in this category. This
should include tax holiday, moratorium on EMIS, soft terms
for business loans, tax refunds, easier financing, and leasing
terms etc.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, the present situation is unprecedented and it is
unlikely that anyone who is presently active in the business environment has experienced anything like this before. The need of
the hour is for the government to work with greater empathy and
trust towards the industry, and to ensure that the businesses are
given an immediate blood transfusion so that they can survive,
and then nurtured back to good health,
slowly and steadily. It will require a
collaborative approach to take this forward, without which the consequences
will be bleak for the industry. It is also an
imperative that all stakeholders of the
industry come together to support the
government in this endeavour by constant dialogue and transparent actions.
Their employees need to be protected,
at all costs. Unfortunately, there are no
easy answers. SP
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Even during this torrid Corona crisis, Lufthansa Technik continues to provide reliable
services and fulfilment based on a solid network of global MRO operations in the Americas,
EMEA and Asia Pacific and a vast network of subcontractors. “To fulfil the growing MRO
demands in Asia and remain a key player in this environment, we have been regionalising
our organisation to be closer to our customers and developing our offerings.”
Gerald Steinhoff, Senior Vice President Corporate Sales Asia Pacific, Lufthansa Technik
AG speaks to SP’s Aviation on their growth and plans for the future.
BUSINESS CURVE
As on today the business curve in commercial aviation is
extremely dynamic.

SP’s Aviation (SP’s): How do you perceive the performance of
business in the following sections of civil aviation?
a. Mainstream airlines’ operations?
b. Regional connectivity operations?
c. Business and General Aviation?
Gerald Steinhoff (Gerald): Let us focus on Asia Pacific. It is one of
the fastest-growing markets in the world mainly pushed forward
by Tourism, which plays an important role creating demand and
growth and has a variety of strong economic impacts for many
industries. Civil aviation is one. The APAC market is diverse; it
varies from legacy carriers to a lot of LCCs and start-ups, subject
to regional demands. MRO business mainly depends on airlines’
growth, while at the same time airline business has a tight correlation to economic performance of regional tourism- as for
example air traffic passenger demand. How dynamic the business in commercial aviation is, can clearly be seen under the
extraordinary current circumstances.
Regarding business and general aviation, the growing
demand of corporate users and offerings of charter services
have led to a significant business growth in recent years, such
as Hong Kong and China. However, it requires a lot of infrastructure to support the business sustainability.

ings. We have been continuously developing our regional set-up
to further understand our customers’ needs and find the right
solution for them. Through our regionalisation plans, we have
literally become more diverse and multicultural. We encourage
the intensive exchange with our customers – with sales representatives who are located in the respective countries and who
facilitate the cultural and linguistic exchange. We are simply
there where our customer is and we are ready whenever he
needs us.

SP’s: What kind of innovations are you introducing in your
services portfolio?
Gerald: We are well- positioned in the market with our AVIATAR suite. It offers a comprehensive data analytics solution
for airlines – from the data pipe and a platform that digitizes
maintenance data to realize benefits based on analytics and
predictive tools.
We also put great effort in expanding our portfolio services
and are successful in the region with a number of special products and services that extend beyond commodities, which help
our customers to adapt to the latest in-flight trend, overcome
shop capacity constraints, improve on operation efficiency and
save costs in different areas etc. A very good example is our
Mobile Engine Services. It offers sustainable savings by optimizing Time On Wing (TOW) through tailored-made on-wing/
on-site engine repair. Furthermore, we have developed a wide
range of cabin modification solutions that we can offer to customize according to our customer’s needs.
INVESTMENTS & INNOVATION
As mobile communication is ubiquitous in Asia, in-flight
The MRO industry is highly competitive, especially in Asia.
Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam are each expand- connectivity is an important service feature for airlines. We
provide as part of complete IFEC soluing their own capabilities to compete
tions in different partnerships, one of
with the more established providers in
which is with Mahata Aero Teknologi,
Hong Kong, Japan and even China.
Lufthansa Systems and Inmarsat to
provide our customers in the region our
SP’s: What is Lufthansa Technik doing
“As a global MRO
product L-connect. Last year, we have
to stay competitive and earn a piece
already concluded two contracts with
of the Asian pie?
market leader, we
local providers in Indonesia and China,
Gerald: As a global MRO market leader,
have prepared
we believe more countries will follow.
we have prepared ourselves for all new
ourselves for all
engine types and aircraft types, especially for the new aircraft types like the
PRESENCE IN ASIA
new engine types
Airbus A350 or the Boeing 777X. The
You have seven facilities in Asia (China
and aircraft types,
APAC market is known to be extremely
x 2, HKG x 1, Philippines x 1, Malaysia
competitive and requires local presence
x 1, India x 1, Singapore x 1).
especially for the
and internal access to the market.
new aircraft types
To fulfil the growing MRO demands
SP’s: What are your plans for the future?
like the Airbus A350
in Asia and remain a key player in this
Gerald: Asia is an emerging marenvironment, we have been regionalisket with huge potentials for business
or the Boeing 777X”
ing our organization to be closer to our
opportunities. We will surely further
customers and developing our offerexpand in Asia, yet it also depends on
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mium component support and maintethe market development alongside
nance services to customers especially in
the quality of economic growth under
India and around the globe. Our future
the current situation. We see that the
plan in India is to grow the existing footfuture focus will be more on compoprint and further support our customers
nents and engines in Japan, Vietnam
with the recent opening of AOG Desk is a
market, as well as China and India,
proof of expansion of our service portfowhich show the highest growth.
lio in LTSI.
Seeing the importance of having
In the Philippines, we have Lufthansa
local presence in Asia Pacific, we have
Technik Philippines (LTP), our joint venexpanded our footprint and developed
ture with Philippine MacroAsia Corporaa strong network across the region.
tion for the maintenance and overhaul
Actually, we have seven Lufthansa
of a large range of aircraft types. We are
Technik Group facilities and area sales
well-positioned for wide-body aircraft
head offices.
and our facility is heavily in demand. One
In Mainland China, we have Luf“We put great effort
of the major investment recently is the
thansa Technik Shenzhen (LTS) that
in expanding our
building of a new hangar at LTP allowoffers a broad range of products and
portfolio services
ing for growth of both its base and line
services in the fields of composite
maintenance business – expansion of line
materials (Airframe Related Comand are successful
maintenance with an additional narrowponents, ARC), component services,
in the region with a
body bay, for base maintenance to capengine parts repair (Engine Parts and
ture new Airbus A350 and Boeing 777
Accessories Repair, EPAR) and spare
number of special
market opportunities. It could lead to an
support for AOG and pooling. The
products and
approximately 20 per cent increment of
above-mentioned Mobile Engine Serservices that extend
LTP’s capacity. With the additional capacvices is a new product offered from
ity, LTP will be able to better capture new
LTS colleagues that comes with a
beyond commodities,
business opportunities and have more
broad spectrum of customised repair
which help our
flexibility when it comes to long-term
and maintenance solutions within
perspectives.
APAC. In light of the current trend in
customers to adapt
As mentioned before, we also plan
orders, a significant investment proto the latest in-flight
to further strengthen our efforts in program was launched to build up key
trend, overcome shop
viding an even wider portfolio of sertechnologies on new aircraft types.On
vices, and continue looking into collabtop of that, we have already offered
capacity constraints,
orating with more original equipment
more than 3500 P/N for our compoimprove on operation
manufacturers (OEMs) as we do believe
nent business and we are thrilled that
in the power of long-term cooperaLTS will become a Tier 1 shop for A350
efficiency and save
tion with partners who are interested
components in APAC.
costs in different
to create sustainable values along the
Not too far from Shenzhen, we
areas”
chain. Last year, for example, our subhave Lufthansa Technik Component
sidiary Lufthansa Technik Shenzhen
Services Asia Pacific in Hong Kong,
has signed cooperation agreements
which is the headquarters for our
with Meggitt PLC and Honeywell for
component business in the region,
providing component MRO services for
hosting all customer service functions
commercial aircraft in mainland China.
for Asia Pacific.
Our Lufthansa joint venture with Air China, Ameco in Beijing, is the largest provider of technical support services for SP’s: Will you have full-service facilities everywhere or offer
aircraft in China. It specialises in the maintenance, repair and specialised maintenance in select cities?
Gerald: As mentioned, the Asia market requires local presoverhaul (MRO) of aircraft, their engines and components.
As one of the three main sales hubs of Lufthansa Technik, ence and internal access to the market. We are currently evalwe have strategically set the headquarters of our APAC sales uating possibilities and market situations.
office in the heart of the region, Singapore, with a workforce
of approx. 30 mainly active in sales activities for all company SP’s: Where are your next locations?
Gerald: It could be anywhere we see a chance for partnering
products and services.
Looking further down south, there is Airfoil Services Sdn Bhd with an attractive business model or even as a greenfield solu(ASSB) in Malaysia specialised in the engine repair of Airfoils for tion where we feel this is more feasible.
High Pressure Compressors (HPC) and Low Pressure Turbines
(LPT). This is our joint venture with MTU Aero Engines AG. ASSB SP’s: Will you expand your current size of operations or you
is highly focused on research and development. It has recently feel, you do have enough capacity to serve the Indian market
initiated several repair development projects for new generation now and in the future?
Gerald: We expect to see a steady growth in the global MRO
airfoils to increase its product portfolio in the near future.
Lufthansa Technik Services India (LTSI), in Bengaluru, a business, therefore it makes sense to expand the current size
fully owned subsidiary of Lufthansa Technik AG founded in of operations not only for the Indian market but for the entire
2005 with up to 200 employees dedicated to delivering pre- Asia Pacific.
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WORK IN PROGRESS AT THE LUFTHANSA TECHNIK PHILIPPINES FACILITY

DIGITISATION
Digitisation has taken over many of contemporary means in
the entire scheme of work, these days. It is impacting civil
aviation big way.

SP’s: What kind of role do you foresee of Digitisation?
Gerald: Yes, it has a huge impact. Ideally, predictive solutions
will reduce the overall cost of operation, reduce operational
interruptions and increase the reliability of the fleet. The number of airlines using the latest big data solutions is limited but
growing quickly. Many airlines worldwide are looking at such
solutions, but the products of real predictive maintenance are
limited. Many products are just providing digital results without
a direct connection to maintenance actions. That is why our
digital operations suite, AVIATAR, can be linked directly and
automatically to fulfillment actions.
Data control is a key issue, because more and more OEMs
restrict access to operational data for airlines, who own the data
of their aircraft. This reduces the choices of airlines to cooperate with MROs, and other players in the market. We are not the
only ones in the industry who think that this is not acceptable.
SP’s: How fool-proof it remains as the civil aviation is not
allowed to accept nor forgive any errors?
Gerald: An aircraft, especially a new aircraft, produces vast
amounts of data. Our unique digital suite AVIATAR translates
data-driven findings into real-world instructions-and makes it
possible to implement predictive maintenance, unprecedented
failure analysis, and condition monitoring for systems and components like never before. It helps tech ops managers and trouble-shooters to improve transparency about the specific status
of each aircraft in the fleets and avoid disruptions during operations. One of our visions is a seamless interface between the
digital platforms and the physical fulfilment – with operational
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data being used to guide the repair process, and repair data
being fed back to the predictive maintenance algorithms.
25 YEARS’ COMPLETION
Twenty Five Years’ journey is a decent timeline particularly
when it belongs to the sector like aviation which is so much
dynamic and evolving.

SP’s: As you complete 25 Years, can you take us through your
journey since inception and the achievements till date?
Gerald: 25 years ago, Lufthansa Technik already took off as
the industry’s most acknowledged independent maintenance,
repair and overhaul provider who shaped the industry like no
other companies since January 1995.
In order to provide flawless services and be of close proximity to our customers, we have been continuously growing with
global expansion resulting in a powerful global network.
Today we have more than 25,000 workforce worldwide
across all our 35 subsidiaries and joint ventures (JVs) with
the most recent establishment namely XEOS (JV between Lufthansa Technik and GE Aviation) and EME Aero (JV between
Lufthansa Technik and MTU Aero Engines).
The evolution of Digital has altered how we live and work.
No sector was spared including the MRO industry. To remain
relevant and not to become obsolete, Lufthansa Technik took
the digital transformation of the aviation industry to the next
level that led to the birth of AVIATAR.
AVIATAR is an innovative and holistic platform that offers
an extensive variety of digital products and services for MROs
by combining multiple web-based apps in one single place.
We never stop moving forward. Throughout the years, we
have grown our portfolio successfully to a point that we are able
to provide nose-to-tail solutions for all aircraft, even the latest
aircraft type, Boeing 777X. SP
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AN AIR WORKS TEAM INITIATES HEAVY MAINTENANCE ON AN ATR AIRCRAFT.
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CURRENT SCENARIO
IN INDIA
Airlines in India spend about 13 to 15 per cent of their revenues towards maintenance the second-highest cost item for airlines after fuel
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India is moving forward to become the world’s thirdlargest civil aviation market by 2024. Currently, major airlines
connect 103 operational airports within the country and many
more across the globe. Despite the RCS-Udan scheme, India’s
aviation industry is largely untapped with huge growth opportunities. The Indian government is planning to invest $1.83
billion for the development of airport infrastructure along with
aviation navigation services by 2026. India’s total passenger
traffic stood at 199.60 million in the period April to October
2019, with 1.5 million aircraft movements. The MumbaiDelhi air corridor is ranked the world’s third-busiest route.
Total freight traffic for the same period was two million tonne.
There are 604 aircraft operated by scheduled airline operators in India. Airlines in India spend about 13 to 15 per cent of
their revenues towards maintenance – the second-highest cost
item for airlines after fuel. Generally airlines carry on-tarmac
inspections (A and B checks) in-house and work with thirdparty Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) for engine,
heavy maintenance (C and D checks) and modifications.
VISION 2040
On January 15, 2019, the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MOCA)
released a report titled ‘Vision 2040’, outlining a roadmap for
the future of civil aviation in India. The report projects that
air passenger traffic will increase six-fold to 1.1 billion passengers by 2040 and by then 2,359 passenger aircraft would
be required. Air cargo movement will quadruple to 17 million
tonne by 2040. The number of airports in India would rise to
around 200. The government proposed creating a $2-billion
fund to help support low-traffic airports. India targets to establish an aircraft manufacturing base by 2040.
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT IN AVIATION
According to the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP), Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows in India’s
air transport sector including air freight, reached $1,904.37
million between April 2000 and June 2019. The government
allows 100 per cent FDI in the air transport sector. However,
FDI over 49 per cent would require government approval. For
Non-Resident Indians (NRIs), 100 per cent FDI will continue to
be allowed under automatic route. This has now been allowed
in ‘Brownfield Airport’ projects as well. India’s aviation industry is expected to witness `35,000 crore ($4.99 billion) investment in the next four years.
GLOBAL MRO MARKET
Currently, North America is the largest MRO market, accounting for around 40 per cent of the world market. Asia-Pacific,
China and India combined represent 22
per cent of the market. However, India
handles only one per cent of the global
MRO business. Total MRO expenditure
is expected to rise to $116 billion by
2029, up from $81.9 billion in 2019, as
per the Global Fleet and MRO Market
Forecast 2019-2029 by Oliver Wyman’s
Aviation Competitive & Market Intelligence team. China, with its 300 MRO
companies, generated over $3.0 billion
of its nearly $7-billion MRO requirement
in 2019. China offers tax breaks, better
infrastructure, cheaper labour and a
bigger market. China’s fleet of commer-

cial aircraft stands at 3,376 which is over five times India’s fleet
of 604. These numbers will grow to 7,209 and 1,547 respectively
by 2029. The Indian MRO market will grow from the current
$2 billion to $4 billion. Singapore has had a viable MRO industry and spare parts base for many global civil aircraft players.
Thailand is also emerging as an MRO base. The Indian industry
has good models to emulate in the Asian neighbourhood. The
revenue from aircraft heavy maintenance and modifications has
the second highest share. In India, very few companies provide
heavy maintenance service. One day, India’s defence MRO business should also flow to Indian private players.
BUSINESS AVIATION
Private non-scheduled operators are required by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to set up a CAR
145-approved maintenance shop or work with a DGCAapproved third-party MRO. Most private operators prefer the
outsourced model for line maintenance (on-tarmac checks)
and use OEM/DGCA-approved facilities for engine, heavy
maintenance and modifications on their aircraft. The Indian
business aviation market is complex from a maintenance perspective as it has over 60 different aircraft types operating
in a total market of about 350 aircraft (business jets, turboprops and helicopters). Each individual type requires trained
technical manpower, tooling and approvals from regulator as
well as the OEM to enable an MRO to offer world-class maintenance services.
INDIAN MRO MARKET CURRENT STATUS
The Indian MRO market is currently estimated to be around
$800 million and is growing at about eight per cent annually
against a four per cent world average. A recent Ernst & Young
study reveals that Indian MRO market growth rate will go up to
15 per cent. With India’s growing aircraft fleet, it is cost-effective for domestic airlines to have their aircraft serviced within
the country. The increasing age of Indian aircraft, both civil and
defence, requires frequent maintenance.
MRO abroad involves ferry flight, logistics costs and engine
and component hours. Having the flexibility to get the aircraft
serviced in India at a local MRO, results in 30 to 40 per cent
savings in aircraft maintenance costs for an airline, despite the
tax regime on import of spares into the country making them 30
per cent more expensive as compared to international MROs.
The other key impediment to growth of airline MRO in India
is the lack of availability of hangar space at key international
airports. This limits the ability of MROs to tap into the larger
potential market of aircraft operating within five to six hours of
flying distance from India.
The key MRO segments are defence,
commercial aviation and business aviation. Major tasks are of engine overhaul,
airframe heavy maintenance and modifications, line/field maintenance, and
component overhaul. The Indian MRO
industry must meet global standards.
Setting up an MRO is highly capitalintensive with a long break-even time.
There is a need for the right manpower.
Also, it requires continuous investment
in tooling, certification from Indian and
international regulators, and clearance
from OEMs. The Indian MRO Market has
just begun to grow.

The Indian MRO
market is currently
estimated to be
around $800 million
and is growing at
about eight per cent
annually
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KEY GOVERNMENT AVIATION MRO-RELATED INITIATIVES
Recognising the potential of the MRO business and in line with
the ‘Make in India’ policy, the Government of India has introduced certain policy initiatives recently. These include exemption from customs duty for the tools and tool-kits used by the
industry; extension of the one-year timeline for utilisation of
duty-free parts to three years so as to enable economies of
scale and permission for foreign aircraft brought to India for
MRO work to stay for the entire period of maintenance or up to
six months. Earlier, foreign aircraft could not come into India
for more than 15 days without a cumbersome approval process. Further, aircraft are now allowed to come in with passengers, which were not permitted earlier, leading to losses for
the airlines. GST on MRO services reduced from 18 per cent to
five per cent is considered great news for MRO in the Defence
and Aerospace sector.
As per the Union Budget 2020-2021, the government will
promote domestic manufacturing of aircraft and aircraft financing and leasing activities to make India’s aviation market selfreliant. In January 2019, the government organised the Global
Aviation Summit in Mumbai which witnessed participation by
over 1,200 delegates from 83 countries. At the same time, it
also released the National Air Cargo Policy Outline 2019 which
envisages making Indian air cargo and logistics the most efficient, seamless and cost and time effective in the next decade.
Up to 100 per cent Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) has been permitted
for MRO industry. Indian aircraft MRO
service providers are exempted completely from customs and countervailing duties.

Works has a global presence. However, it provides only MRO
services in India.
JOINT VENTURES/PARTNERSHIPS
With the increase in the number of civil and military aircraft, more and more global MRO companies are planning
to offer engineering services by forming Joint Ventures (JV)
with Indian firms. For instance, GMR Hyderabad International
Airport (GHIAL) and MAS Aerospace Engineering (MAE), a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Malaysia Airlines have set up a
50:50 JV airframe MRO company in Hyderabad. The company would make an initial investment of $50 million. Another
1,000-acre MRO and aerospace park will be developed near
the international airport at Devanahalli in Bengaluru. Also,
Jupiter Aviation and HAL have already acquired land for MRO
in Karnataka. Other JVs include Boeing with Air India, Airbus with Air India, Sabena Technics of TAT Group, France with
TAAL, Timco Aviation Services with HAL, EADS with Air India
and Jupiter Aviation & Logistics, Eurocopter with Pawan Hans
Helicopters for Dauphin fleet, Concor with HAL, SIA Engineering of Singapore with Wadia group, Pratt and Whitney with
HAL (engines), GE Aviation with Air India (engines), Rosoboronexport of Russia and India’s Krasny Marine Services for
Russian fleet, Taneja Aerospace with Air Works Commercial
MRO Services Pvt. Ltd. For MRO, GMR with Lufthansa Technik, EADS with Indian Aero Ventures
for airport development and operation,
Max Aerospace with Air France-KLM
for MRO facility for aircraft components in India and Maini Global Aerospace Pvt. Ltd. (MGA) with GE Aviation,
among others.

India’s taxation
policies are
perceived to be less
favourable for the
MRO industry

PRIVATE SECTOR AEROSPACE MRO
PLAYERS
Boeing, Airbus and Air India have an
MRO facility at Nagpur. MRO services
for GE aviation engines are at Mumbai.
HAL and Pratt & Whitney Canada have
an engine overhaul facility at Bengaluru. France-based Safran Group
announced in December 2019, that it
is planning to invest $150 million in a new unit for aircraft
engine MRO in India to cater to its airline customers. The other
major players in the market are AIESL, Air Works, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL), Indamer Private Limited, Deccan
Charter, Taj Air, Bird ExecuJet, GMR Aero Technic Limited, and
Max MRO Private Limited.
Air Works India (Engineering) Pvt Ltd provides aviation services. The Company offers line maintenance, aircraft cabin interior, commercial aircraft asset management, and safety management solutions. Air Works is CEMILAC and DGAQA certified
for MRO services and provides maintenance and warranty support programmes on behalf of OEM to defence establishments
in India for airframe-related MRO. Max Aerospace and Aviation
Ltd at Juhu airport and Hyderabad Aircraft Maintenance Company (HAMCO) at Hyderabad overhaul avionics and electrical
and airframe services. Taneja Aerospace & Aviation Limited
(TAAL) is part of the Pune-based Indian Seamless group. Most
of these players provide line maintenance, heavy maintenance
and component overhaul. AIESL is the only player extending
full-fledged engine overhaul facility in India. AIESL, a subsidiary of Air India, is the market leader, followed by Air Works
which has the second highest share in the market revenue. Air
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PUBLIC SECTOR DEFENCE AEROSPACE
INDUSTRY IN INDIA
Indian aerospace industry today is on
the threshold of entering into a new
era with self-reliance in defence production. The Indian manufacturing sector is internationally competitive with
international quality standards, efficiency and manufacturing facilities. HAL has played a major
role in the defence aviation of India through design, manufacture and overhaul of fighters, trainer aircraft, helicopters,
transport aircraft, engines, avionics and systems. HAL is now
ranked 34th in the list of the world’s top 100 defence manufacturing companies. HAL has supplied to almost all the major
aerospace companies in the world such as Airbus, Boeing, IAI,
IRKUT, and Honeywell and Ruag. Bharat Electronics Limited
(BEL) manufactures a wide repertoire of products in the field
of radars, naval systems, defence communication, electronic
warfare, and optical electronics. Major international aerospace
companies are setting up manufacturing facilities in India.
MILITARY MRO MARKET
The generated revenue from defence aircraft MRO has finally
started increasing. The prime reason facilitating this has been
the large fleet size of the Indian Air Force (IAF). Moreover, the
Indian Navy and the Indian Army have their independent fleet
which further increases the demand for aviation MRO. HAL
provides aircraft MRO for Kiran, Jaguar, Mirage 2000, MiG21 Bison, Dornier Do-228, HS-748, An-32, ALH, Cheetah and
Chetak helicopters. The revenue generated from engine over-
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haul is the highest.
Militaries focus more on the periodic maintenance of the fleet
in view of the flying risks involved. Technology advancements
entail several upgrade contracts which have also propelled the
growth of the military aviation MRO market. The increasing complexity of the engine and its parts gets high priority and militaries focus on frequent engine maintenance and periodic checks,
irrespective of whether it is flying or not. Engine MRO is also
the most expensive one. The quantum of flying being undertaken in each fleet is known and requirement of overhauls can
be predicted. There is, therefore, some clarity in the task and job
required for overhaul. It will make it is easier for industry to do
logistics and economic planning based on such predictions. Success of the industry could also relieve the IAF of some non-core
activities. The IAF operates nearly 240 Mi-17 variants. There are
civil variants of this platform. This could be a great starting point.
The strategic partner route will soon open up manufacture and
procurements of aircraft and systems made in India. Production
of parts will get the technological fillip. The setting up of aircraft
production will certainly create MRO opportunities.

TECHNICIANS AT WORK AT THE AIR INDIA ENGINEERING SERVICES LIMITED

MRO ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
A professional body was formed on June 8, 2011, to lobby
with the government for a level playing field for the Indian
MRO industry. The MRO Association of India has been able to
work with the MOCA to formulate a draft Policy on MRO, and
get some long-term reforms enacted such as the exemption
of basic customs duty on aircraft spares and extension of the
duty-free period for spares consumption from three months to
one year apart from the roll back of the Gross Turnover Tax
charged by airports to MRO from 36 per cent to 13 per cent, as
well as the Maharashtra State Government’s exemption of the
VAT of 12.5 on spare parts.
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
As per an Advaya Legal Consultancy firm report, when compared to some other countries, India’s taxation policies are
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less favourable for the MRO industry. With an 18 per cent
GST, Indian service providers have to compete with overseas players that only pay five per cent tax, that too at cost
price. Furthermore, the MRO rentals at the privatised airports in New Delhi and Mumbai are 50 to 100 per cent higher
than the rates for equivalent facilities in Europe and Turkey.
Indian airports also charge a royalty of nearly 20 per cent
on maintenance work. GST, royalty and lease rentals need to
be rationalised and made competitive so as to promote the
Indian MRO business.
The highest MRO revenue comes from defence aircraft. The
revenue from commercial aircraft MRO has been the second
highest share. The revenue generated from Engine Overhaul is
the highest for civil sector. AIESL Overhaul facilities are located
in Mumbai, Delhi, Nagpur, Kolkata, Thiruvananthapuram and
Hyderabad. The revenue from aircraft heavy maintenance and
modifications is the second highest. In India, very few companies provide heavy maintenance services, and therefore, most
air operators prefer to avail this service abroad.
MRO services in India used to incur 18 per cent GST compared to zero in Sri Lanka and seven per cent in Singapore and
Malaysia. For an industry with six to seven per cent operating
margins, combined with 15 to 30 per cent airport royalties and
hangar rentals, it made poor economic sense. The GST on MRO
was finally reviewed in the Council meeting chaired by Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, and the change is being implemented from April 01, 2020.
WAY AHEAD FOR INDIA
As per a Globe Newswire report, the Indian MRO market is
forecast to grow at an expected five-year CAGR of close to
ten per cent by 2023. The market is estimated to grow at an
expected CAGR of 12 per cent in the longer run. Availability of
low-cost MRO manpower gives India an added advantage over
USA, Europe, Singapore and others. Increase in the Indian
commercial and business fleet size has been another major
factor driving the demand for MRO services in the country.
Boeing has predicted that by 2035, India’s demand for civil
aircraft will touch 1,740 and will be valued at $240 billion.
Airbus is expecting an annual growth rate of over 11 per cent
for the domestic market in India over the next decade.
The National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP 2016) and the
opening up of defence MRO sectors need to be harnessed.
MRO providers are also turning to state-of-the-art technology such as automation to offer high-quality maintenance,
thus keeping their competitive edge. India has the potential to become a major MRO Hub. Initiatives to set up MRO
are aligned fully with the ‘Make in India’ drive of the government. Significant manufacturing and MRO facilities have
already been set up by some OEMs in India in partnerships
with Indian firms. These include Lockheed Martin, Boeing,
BAE Systems, Thales, and GE among others. They are already
sourcing many items from the Indian private sector. Technical wherewithal, manufacturing expertise and skilled human
resources are well established.
The IAF fully supports indigenisation and setting up of MRO
facilities. The government must support setting up of MROs by
giving tax concessions to local investors, to make it financially
viable. Many air forces in South East Asia operate similar aircraft
as the IAF such as the Su-30. The Rafale is operated by Egypt and
Qatar, giving India the opportunity to set up MRO facilities here.
India must translate the changes into reality in order to become a
game-changer hub for the MRO industry in Asia. SP
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FINALLY – BOOST
FOR INDUSTRY
India is poised to be the next MRO hub in South Asia in the next five years with
all the advantages it will build in that time

ILLUSTRATION: ANOOP KAMATH

By PULAK SEN
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March 14, 2020 was a milestone day in the history Of and their respective arms to build a net of cooperation between both
Indian Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) Industry. On the sides.
With the Government paving the way for growth for the
this day, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) Council at its 39th
meeting took some concrete steps to boost the Indian MRO Indian aviation industry, particularly the MRO industry, it is
Industry with its recommendation to reduce GST on MRO ser- expected that in the times ahead, Indian operators of both civil
vices in respect to aircraft from 18 per cent to five per cent with and military aircraft will use the services of the Indian MROs
full ITC and to change the place of supply for B2B MRO services and stop spending the country’s precious foreign exchange. It
to the location of the recipient. This change is likely to assist in is also expected that overseas companies will set up shops for
setting up of MRO services in India. Domestic MRO will also get MRO services either on their own or through joint ventures with
protection due to five per cent tax paid under section 3(7) of their Indian companies. Same goes also for training manpower
the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 on most imported goods including and manufacturing segments as well.
MoCA is engaging with the leasing companies on a regular
those sent abroad for repairs, as this tax is available for credit.
basis to impress upon them to set up their leasing arms in India
This comes into effect from April 01, 2020.
MRO Association of India, a not-for-profit professional body, with the growing fleet of Indian Airlines, which is expected
has been engaging with the Ministries of the Government of to grow exponentially in the next five years. The Government
India to seek this benefit since the introduction of GST in India pressure on them to put up manufacturing plants in India to
on July 1, 2017. Earlier, the Association was able to procure a support this growth of the Indian aviation industry.
It is high time that India should formulate a Civil Offsets
Zero rate of Custom Duties from the Ministry of Finance in its
Policy for all purchases for Civil Aviation to cover commercial
General Budget for Financial Year 2012-13.
The Indian MRO Industry is still in its nascent stage. India aircraft and aviation equipment. The Policy should lay down
has a pool of talent in both experienced and youth categories goals, roadmap, timelines for technology and for infrastructure
of human resources. The country also offers the cheapest man- ramp up, with business-friendly rules and processes, to harness
hour cost of $43, the lowest in the region, but the high taxa- the buying power.
Setting up of MRO Centres should be an avenue for Offset distion regime was eroding its MRO business. With the much need
relief provided by the Government, the Indian MRO Industry charge, which would provide the opportunity for private airlines
to join as partners, apart from reduction in the cost of MRO sernow feels that it can turn the tide in its favour.
The GST Council’s decision to reduce GST from 18 per cent vices. The Government should mandate private airlines to create a
to five per cent will see overseas MROs and original equipment Consortium for managing Offsets to ensure that specific capabilimanufacturers (OEMs) to invest in India in the area of MRO to ties are built up to cover design and development, manufacture,
the tune of millions of dollars. Some the overseas companies testing, MRO and logistics infrastructure for the supply of spares.
operating in India, have expressed their desire to do so. Others It maybe of interest to note that a step in this direction was taken
have already done so and will benefit from this decision of the long ago when a small Offset clause was invoked by the then Civil
Aviation Ministry when the country’s national carriers bought sevGovernment of India.
eral Boeing and Airbus aircraft to add
The present Central Government
to their fleets. Through these Offset prounder its ‘Make in India’ programme, is
grammes, aircraft exit doors, fuselages,
keen to develop the Indian aviation and
digitalizing designs, putting up MROs
aerospace industry. The MRO industry is
and training facilities by these companies
part of this initiative. The Government of
The present Central
were started.
India is not only keen to strengthen its
It may be of interest to know that
MRO industry, it is also looking at buildGovernment under
the Indian MRO firms are securing busiing a robust ecosystem to fuel its growth.
its ‘Make in India’
ness from foreign airlines in the neighIt plans to make a leasing hub in India
programme, is
borhood and earning sizeable amount
with all tax benefits, engaging OEMs to
of foreign exchange for the country.
build components in India at a lower
keen to develop the
This business can also be expected to
cost, impart world class aviation trainIndian Aviation and
grow further in the near term.
ing thereby providing employment to
India is poised to be the next MRO
not only the youth of India, but also reAerospace industry.
hub in South Asia in the next five years
employing the defence veterans through
The MRO industry is
with all the advantages it will build in
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)
part of this initiative.
that time. More so, the Indian MRO
programme through the Aerospace and
Industry will be able to get back its
Aviation Sector Skill Council (AASSC).
The
Government
experienced workforce from the neighWith close to 900 commercial airof India is not only
boring countries, who have gone there
craft, 1,100 Business and General Aviain search of greener pastures.
tion aircraft including helicopters and
keen to strengthen
The MRO Association of India is hopeover 2,500 aircraft, helicopters and
its MRO industry,
ful that with continued support from the
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) in the
it is also looking at
Government, India can be built up as an
fleets of the Indian Armed Forces, it is
MRO hub in the region in the next half a
imperative for India to rise up to exploit
building a robust
decade. The way forward for the Indian
the opportunities and confront the chalecosystem to fuel its
MRO industry looks bright. SP
lenges that lie ahead.
There are regular engagements
growth.
between the Ministry of Civil Aviation
The author is the Founder Secretary
(MoCA) and the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
General of MRO Association of India.
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RAYTHEON & UTC COME
TOGETHER TO CREATE
RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES
Raytheon & United Technologies Corporation consolidate in one of the largest mergers in the
history of aerospace world to create world’s most advanced aerospace and defence systems
provider. With the advent of Raytheon Technologies Corporation, as a result of this merger,
exciting times await the defence and aerospace industry.
By AYUSHEE CHAUDHARY

PHOTOGRAPHS: RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES

COLOSSAL MERGER: RAYTHEON TECHNOLOGIES NOW HAS FOUR MARKET-LEADING SEGMENTS FOCUSED ON HIGH-PRIORITY AREAS FOR CUSTOMERS.
THESE ARE COLLINS AEROSPACE, PRATT & WHITNEY, RAYTHEON INTELLIGENCE & SPACE AND RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENCE.
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and defence through our focus on innoWe are currently living in
vation, our world-class people and our
extremely uncertain and challenging
financial and operational strength to
times. The global situation due to the
create long-term value for our customCOVID-19 pandemic is taking a toll on
ers and shareowners.”
all the industries of which aviation and
Raytheon Technologies ensured that
aerospace are among the most affected.
it has a large and talented workforce to
While the recovery situation might also
address the rapidly evolving needs of
be pointing towards an unpredictable
customers across the world. The comtimeline, the industry is constantly
bined company expects to introduce
working on penning down practical
breakthrough technologies at an accelsolutions. A ray of positivity and enthuerated pace across high-value areas
siasm also came from one of the bigsuch as hypersonics, directed energy,
gest merger of the aerospace industry.
avionics and cyber security. In addition,
This instance reinstated how mergers,
Raytheon Technologies has a strong
acquisitions and collaborative steps are
balance sheet and cash flows to supa fundamental part of the industry.
port critical business initiatives, includOn April 03, 2020, the successful com“Raytheon
ing company and customer-funded
pletion of the all-stock merger of equals
Research and Development.
transaction between Raytheon ComTechnologies
“Today, we introduce Raytheon
pany and United Technologies Corporabrings together two
Technologies as an innovation powertion (UTC) was announced by Raytheon
companies with
house that will deliver advanced techTechnologies Corporation. The much
nologies that push the boundaries of
anticipated merger has come following
combined strengths
known science,” said Tom Kennedy,
the completion by UTC of its previously
and capabilities that
Executive Chairman of Raytheon Techannounced spin-offs of its Carrier and
nologies. “Our platform-agnostic, diverOtis businesses, the two non-aerospace
make us uniquely
sified portfolio brings together the best
and non-defence businesses.
equipped to support
of commercial and military technology,
Immediately prior to the closing of
our customers and
enabling the creation of new opportuthe merger, UTC put into effect change
nities across aerospace and defence for
of its Otis and Carrier businesses into
partners during this
decades to come.”
separate publicly-traded companies.
unprecedented time.
During the week before the merger,
The company mentioned in its press
Raytheon and UTC had informed that
release that Carrier will trade under the
We will also play our
they received all regulatory approvticker symbol “CARR” on the New York
part in the war on the
als for their merger, overcoming a last
Stock Exchange (NYSE) and Otis will
COVID-19 pandemic,
minute hold up by the US government
trade under the ticker symbol “OTIS”
as well, which required them to divest
on the NYSE. UTC shareowners will
including doing
other assets prior to merging. Rayreceive 0.5 of a share of Otis and one
everything we can to
theon had to agree to divest its milishare of Carrier for each share of UTC
tary airborne radios business, while
common stock held
keep our employees
UTC needed to agree to sell its GPS and
This merger is likely to serve cusaround the globe safe
space optical businesses. Those spinoffs
tomers worldwide through a platand well,”
“are all expected to be completed folform-agnostic, diversified portfolio of
lowing the merger”, the companies said
industry-leading businesses, Raytheon
— Gregory J. Hayes,
on March 30, 2020..
highlighted. This coming together of
CEO of Raytheon
“We are pleased to have received
UTC, which is left with Collins Aeroall the necessary regulatory approvals,
space, engine maker Pratt & Whitney
Technologies
which clears the way for the successful
and Raytheon, has brought a behemoth
completion of our merger of equals,” said
into being.
Kennedy. “We are more than just two
With approximately $74 billion in
businesses coming together – Raytheon
pro forma 2019 net sales and a global
team of 195,000 employees, including 60,000 engineers and Technologies will be uniquely positioned to deliver advanced and
scientists, it is well established that Raytheon Technologies innovative solutions to our customers while delivering significant
is one of the largest aerospace and defence companies in value to shareowners.”
The regulatory process required the disinvestment of Raythe world.
“Raytheon Technologies brings together two companies theon’s military airborne radios business and UTC’s military
with combined strengths and capabilities that make us uniquely Global Positioning System (GPS) and Space Optical Systems
equipped to support our customers and partners during this businesses, which were all completed following the merger.
“We are excited about the future of Raytheon Technologies.
unprecedented time. We will also play our part in the war on
the COVID-19 pandemic, including doing everything we can to I am exceptionally proud to lead this new organisation and the
keep our employees around the globe safe and well”, remarked talented people who serve our nation, its allies and our comGreg Hayes, CEO of Raytheon Technologies. “As we move for- mercial aerospace customers so well,” said Greg Hayes. “I also
ward, Raytheon Technologies will define the future of aerospace want to thank both the Raytheon and UTC teams who have
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STRUCTURE & LEADERSHIP
Following this colossal merger, Raytheon Technologies now has four market-leading segments
focused on high-priority areas for customers. These four segments include:
l COLLINS AEROSPACE specialises in aero-structures, avionics, interiors, mechanical systems,
mission systems and power controls that serve customers across the commercial, regional, business aviation and military sectors. With approximately $26 billion in 2019 net sales, the segment is
headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina. This is led by President Stephen Timm.
l PRATT & WHITNEY designs, manufactures and services the world’s most advanced aircraft
engines and auxiliary power systems for commercial, military and business aircraft. With approximately $21 billion in 2019 net sales, the segment is headquartered in East Hartford, Connecticut
and is led by President Chris Calio.
l RAYTHEON INTELLIGENCE & SPACE specialises in developing advanced sensors, training, cyber
and software solutions, delivering the disruptive technologies its customers need to succeed in any
domain, against any challenge. With approximately $15 billion in pro forma 2019 net sales, the segment is headquartered in Arlington, Virginia and is led by led by President Roy Azevedo.
l	
RAYTHEON MISSILES & DEFENCE provides the industry’s most advanced end-to-end solutions to detect, track and engage threats. With approximately $16 billion in pro forma 2019 net
sales, the segment is headquartered in Tucson, Arizona and is led by President Wes Kremer.

worked tirelessly to complete the merger and integration work back to the dawn of home radio in the 1920s and it too grew
and to stand up both Carrier and Otis as independent public into an industrial conglomerate before expanding in defence
at the end of the Cold War. Its defence portfolio eventually
companies, creating three world class organisations.”
The company also pointed out in its release that the shares included the products of such legendary military contractors
of Raytheon Company had ceased trading prior to the market as Hughes Aircraft and E-Systems, while its commercial lines
opening on April 03, 2020, and each share of Raytheon com- were sold off.
Now combined together, Raytheon Technologies is focused on
mon stock had been converted in the merger into the right to
receive 2.3348 shares of UTC common stock. After closing of the many commercial, industrial and military markets, with Collins
merger, the name of UTC was changed to “Raytheon Technolo- Aerospace Systems supplying avionics solutions, Pratt & Whitgies Corporation,” and its shares of common stock had started ney a supplier of aircraft engines and power systems, Raytheon
Intelligence & Space developing advanced sensors and Raytheon
to trade on the NYSE under the ticker symbol “RTX.”
It was also stated that the shareowners of UTC will con- Missiles & Defence providing end-to-end systems solutions to
tinue to hold their shares of UTC common stock, which now detect, track, and engage threats. Through this new enterprise,
Raytheon Technologies is expected to
constitute shares of common stock of
transform the aerospace and defence
Raytheon Technologies Corporation.
landscape and rise to become a domiAs they embarked on this new
nant global supplier to military, commission in aerospace and defence,
mercial and civil customers despite the
UTC stated on its social media page
With approximately
current scenario.
regarding this merger on the day of
As the CEO of Raytheon Techthe announcement, “Two companies
$74 billion in pro
nologies, Greg Hayes addressed the
that have changed the course of history
forma 2019 net
employees of the company in a letter
come together today to form an innovasales and a global
with respect to the present scenario.
tion powerhouse. Now is the time. Now,
He pointed out that the impact of the
we are Raytheon Technologies.”
team of 195,000
COVID-19 pandemic on the health of
UTC traces backs its history as
employees, including
the global economy has been swift and
United Aircraft after the government in
unprecedented. With no industry virtu1934 forced the breakup of a trust that
60,000 engineers
ally untouched, commercial aerospace
included Boeing and United Airlines.
and scientists, it is
has been particularly hard hit.
Post that, it became a multi-industry
well established
“As we work through this crisis, we
conglomerate under CEO Harry Gray in
can
be confident that our global team,
the 1970s and now under Greg Hayes
that Raytheon
our partners and our communities will
it seems to be returning to its roots in
Technologies is
emerge stronger. Our business and the
aviation. In 2018 as well, UTC’s acquisicommercial aerospace industry will
tion of Rockwell Collins was among the
one of the largest
once again thrive. Raytheon Technololargest acquisitions and mergers in the
aerospace and
gies is a diversified aerospace business
history of aerospace industry, bringing
defence companies
with the scale and operational strength
together Rockwell Collins along with
to adapt in these challenging economic
UTC Aerospace Systems to create Colin the world
times. As one company, we are stronger
lins Aerospace Systems.
together,” Hayes stated. SP
Raytheon’s history however, goes
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INDIAN AIRLINE INDUSTRY
AFTER COVID-19 PANDEMIC
The Ministry of Civil Aviation is the nodal authority responsible for the formulation of
national policies and programmers for development and regulation of the
Indian civil aviation industry.

ILLUSTRATION: ANOOP KAMATH

By WING COMMANDER R.K. YADAV
The modern world is driven primarily by economy
which in turn is dependant on transportation – air, land and
maritime. The UN predicts that by 2050, two thirds of the world
population will be living in the cities (ICAO, 2020). The efficiency
of transportation will be the key to this change.
Aviation has been the fastest mode to grow at an exceptional
pace. Only in 105 years, the aviation industry has reached the
milestone of 100,000 plus commercial flights around the world
every day. This growth has been the catalyst to the rapid globalization that we see today.
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AVIATION MARKET IN INDIA
India is currently the ninth largest aviation market in the world
with a passenger throughput of 344 million as of 2019. More
than 85 international airlines operate to India and five Indian
carriers connect over 40 countries. This sector contributes 2.4
per cent to the country’s GDP. India is considered to be one of
the toughest aviation markets in the world, due to high fuel
prices, overcapacity and intense price competition.
The Ministry of Civil Aviation is the nodal authority responsible for the formulation of national policies and
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programmers for development and regulation of the Indian
civil aviation industry. Its functions also extend to overseeing airport facilities, air traffic services and carriage of passengers and goods by air. The Ministry deals with administrative control over affiliated and autonomous organisations
like Directorate General of Civil Aviation, Bureau of Civil
Aviation Security and Indira Gandhi National Flight Academy
and allied PSUs like National Aviation Company of India
Limited, Airports Authority of India and Pawan Hans Helicopters Limited.
Until The Air Corporation Act (ACA) 1994 allowed private carriers to operate scheduled airline services in India,
Air India and Indian Airlines that were controlled by the
Government of India, were the only two airlines operating in
India. Jet Airways and Air Sahara started operations in 1994
and Air Deccan, the first low cost carrier (LCC), entered the
domestic aviation industry in August 2003 after the liberalisation of airline industry. Since then, other LCCs such as
SpiceJet, GoAir, IndiGo and Vistara airlines have entered the
market. Full Service Airlines (FSA) like Kingfisher and Paramount commenced operations in 2005. The period following
the introduction of the LCCs has been one of rapid growth for
the Indian airline industry. Since the introduction of the LCC,
the market share of legacy carriers such as Air India, Indian
Airlines and Jet Airways has decreased substantially giving
rise to fierce price wars amongst airlines. Despite these conditions however, three leading successful airlines have emerged
in the recent past with consistently good performance and
have demonstrated the potential for profitability in the Indian
airline sector. IndiGo is well known for its sharp focus on key
deliverables and has been the market leader. As per Centre for
Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) IndiGo, SpiceJet and GoAir were
expected to report profitability in FY 2020.
IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 CRISIS
The transportation sector, which is not an organised sector,
employs over 40 million and contributes $200 billion plus to
the economy as per India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF).
This sector has been hit very badly by COVID-19 mainly
because most of the industry players do not have any backup,
recovery plan or intermittent operation plan. The sector is
driven primarily by traditional approach of trucking and lacks
modernised equipment to handle loading and unloading. This
makes disinfecting the goods and supplies before delivery a
near impossible task.
UNCTAD has said in its report that the economies of China
and India would be least exposed to
recession. However according to the
Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy
(CMIE), overall unemployment shot up
to 23.4 per cent in March due to the
lockdown. Former finance ministry
bureaucrat S.C. Garg says an estimated
100 million workers in mining, construction, manufacturing and service
sectors have become jobless due to the
lockdown and 136 million jobs are at
risk in post-corona India. The tourism
sector is likely to be affected very badly
and this will affect the transportation
industry too. Travel patterns of tourists
are likely to see a major change in postcorona times.

IMPACT ON THE INDIAN AIRLINE INDUSTRY
Air India had suffered a net loss of `8,556 crore in the FY 18-19.
Government’s attempt to privatise AI due to inability to lend any
more funds now and the shutdown of Jet Airways in April 2019,
have already put 25 per cent of the Indian airline industry under
threat. Majority of the airlines are already going through their
own problems. Most of the airlines are running without CEOs as
15 top executives have quit the industry. Market leader IndiGo
had infighting between two of their major shareholders and
its fleet of aircraft has been afflicted with technical problems.
Jet Airways closure has made 20,000 of its employees jobless.
GoAir has grounded 10 aircraft out of its fleet of 48 due to lack
availability of network. Boeing 737 max aircraft were grounded
after crashes of Ethiopian Airline and Lion Air aircraft. In effect,
SpiceJet, which operates these aircraft is suffering.
However, many of these problems may be sorted out with
new government initiatives. India being the second most populous country in the world, air traffic is bound to increase. At
the end of 2019, the domestic air traffic in India recorded a
growth of 3.74 per cent, closing the number of domestic passengers with 144 million as opposed to 138 million in 2018.
Although the air passenger numbers have grown, the sector
is struggling, trying to keep pace with the changing dynamics
in the wake of the pandemic. International routes are going
to suffer big losses because all the major international destinations in China, Middle East, South East Asia, Germany, US
and UK are under the grip of the virus which would dent the
earnings on these routes. Many of these countries/sectors are
likely to be in the state of lockdown for a long time, maybe for
entire 2020. Even when the air travel restarts, it is likely to be
in a phased manner.
The stringent screening of outgoing as well as incoming passengers is likely to continue till the time pandemic is
erased completely. CAPA estimates domestic traffic to decline
from around 140 million in FY20 to 80 to 90 million in FY21.
International traffic is expected to fall from approximately 70
million in FY20 to around 40 million in FY21. Overall, traffic
is expected to decline by 50 to 60 per cent, but the impact will
vary for each airport. Delhi airport passenger numbers are
likely to drop to 33 million in 2022 from a high of 68 million
last year.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The changed scenario is likely to put many constraints on the
airline industry. Extension of the lockdown and a projected fall
in air traffic would also force airport operators to recalibrate
their expansion plans. Airports in Kerala may see a higher impact as a large
per centage of their traffic is to West
Asia. Joint venture airports like Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru and Hyderabad
will have difficulties in paying revenue
share to Airport Authority of India (AAI)
because the airlines too cannot pay rent
until flights are allowed. They need to
stay positive and negotiate with the regulatory bodies to begin their national
and international operations early. Airport operators too are likely to ask for
financial package from the government,
including a tax holiday, moratorium on
payments, deferral of concession fees
and loans at attractive rates.

Although the air
passenger numbers
have grown, the
sector is struggling,
trying to keep
pace with the
changing dynamics
in the wake of the
pandemic.
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Promotion of Tourism in the Key
States. In last few years states of
Extension of the
Maharashtra, Kerala, Rajasthan and
Goa have been getting a large number
lockdown and a
of tourists who prefer to travel by air.
projected fall in
These numbers are likely to drop due to
air traffic would
the apprehensions coming out from the
current pandemic spread. This mindset
also force airport
is going to affect the traveler’s choice
operators to
of mode of transportation and also the
destinations. It will be in the interest of
recalibrate their
the Government and the entire transexpansion plans.
portation industry to promote tourism in the country and come up with
packages in collaboration with the state
tourism bodies and the hospitality sector. Tourism sector gave employment to
42.7 billion people in 2018-19.
Promotion of Enhanced Hygiene at the Airports and Tourist Destinations. Travelers should be provided with disposable
STEPS BY THE GOVERNMENT
Loan Repayment Support to the Airline Operators. Govern- gloves and mask at the entrance of the airport and it should
ment should fund the ventures which are in distress. The loans be made mandatory within the airport premises. Similarly, at
should not be declared as NPAs and no collateral should be tourist locations, entry fee should include the cost of disposable
enforced for the current financial year. The timelines also need mask and gloves. Separate dustbins maybe earmarked in public
to be relaxed and the banks need to be instructed to not to levy places to dispose of these.
Supporting the Labour Force Working in the Sector. The
any penalties for late payments.
Fair Pricing and Government Control on the Prices of ATF airline industry is labour-intensive and manpower costs are
and other Supporting Tax Benefits. Fuel expenses account for substantial. Cabin Crew, Aircraft Maintenance Engineers,
approximately 40 per cent of the operating cost of airlines. ATF and the other supporting staff are likely to face job cuts in
should be taxed at 10-12 per cent and brought under GST. VAT the wake of the recession. Air India has suspended 200 pilots
from state side on ATF should also be reduced from current who were reemployed after retirement. It has also announced
30 per cent to 10 per cent or below. This will enable the air- 10 per cent pay cut in allowances of the employees. Earlier,
lines to offer cheaper tickets and will help in attracting pas- SpiceJet announced 10 to 30 per cent cut in the salary for
sengers. Ministry of Civil aviation has decided to waive off Fuel March. IndiGo and GoAir have made similar moves. The
Throughput Charges (FTC) which was levied on fuel companies employees may be given the option of three months unpaid
by airports across the country for the transportation of jet fuel leave which will effectively bring down the wage burden
to airline operators. Similar support is expected in Service Tax by 25 per cent. Similarly, Pilots too are likely to face the
rate. Previously, Service Tax rate on air ticket after abatement axe. The Government should intervene and ensure that the
was six per cent in case of economy class and nine per cent Indian Pilots and the crew are retained and if necessary, the
in case of business class. Whereas in GST, rate is five per cent expatriates should be laid off first. Another option for reducwith ITC in economy class and 12 per cent with ITC in business ing cost maybe a four-day work week for roles where there
class, which results in an excess burden of three per cent in is excess capacity. This can reduce the staff cost by nearly
business class on air tickets, adversely affecting the growth of 20 per cent.
the industry. This has increased ticket prices which are impactUse of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The increased screening cash flow.
ing at the airports is likely to create logjams and deteriorate
Import, Leasing, Repair and Maintenance Taxes. Under the traveler’s experience. This will not be in the interest of an
GST, there is an exemption on aircraft import via the leas- already affected aviation sector. Cognitive technologies like face
ing route. This move has bought big relief to the civil avia- recognition software and body scanners are increasingly being
tion industry by resolving the issue of double taxation. Under used world over. Similar AI projects maybe put in place to make
financing lease agreement of aircraft, Service Tax was charge- the check-in process smoother and faster. Human capabilities
able only on 10 per cent of lease rental value meaning 90 per can be augmented by AI thereby cutting down the time without
cent abetment. Under the operating lease agreement, previ- compromising security. SP
ously, custom duty was not leviable. Considering the fact that
leasing reduces the cost of airline operations, Revenue Depart- The author is a Wing Commander posted to Indian Air
ment has now fixed the IGST levy as ‘nil’ on aircraft imported Force Headquarters in New Delhi. He is a Research Scholar
on lease. Initially under GST, cost of aircraft import under with 17 years of aviation experience with more than 3,000
lease had increased as GST @ five per cent was chargeable. flying hours. He is alumnus of the prestigious National
This is a welcome correction and should be continued. In the Defence Academy and has done his MBA in International
wake of weak aviation business in this year, the Finance Min- Trade Management from NMIMS, Mumbai and MA in
ister has cut the GST rate of MRO services from earlier 18 to Human Resource Management from Jamia Millia Islamia,
five per cent to give relief to the MRO industry. These positive New Delhi. Currently he is pursuing his PhD in Aviation
reforms have been welcomed by the industry and are recom- Management from the University of Petroleum and Energy
mended to be continued.
Studies, Dehradun.
STEPS BY THE AIRLINES
Ensuring Hygienic Travel and Managing Traveler Sentiment. The airlines
will have to add hygiene in the list of the
critical deliverables like on-time performance, low fares, consistent onboard
and ground service, lower marketing
expenditure.
Customer
Complaints
to
be
Addressed
Efficiently.
Consistent
onboard and ground service with facilities like rescheduling the ticket instead
of cancelling or getting the refund for
cancelled ticket in view of possibilities
of cancellations due to health concerns,
may be incorporated. This will ease
the pressure uncertainty and promote
advance booking of tickets.
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AIRCRAFT SANITISING
TECHNIQUES
Sanitising the cabin of the aircraft involves spraying or wiping surfaces by any one
disinfectant from the list approved by the Environmental Protection Agency
of the United States.
By AIR MARSHAL B.K. PANDEY (RETD)

PHOTOGRAPH: NEWS.DELTA.COM

A NUMBER OF CARRIERS LIKE DELTA AIRLINES USE FOG MACHINES TO SPRAY A HIGH GRADE DISINFECTANT ON THE
COMPLETE SURFACE OF THE CABIN AFTER EVERY FLIGHT

Amid the unprecedented pandemic triggered by the
coronavirus which has gripped not only the nation, but has
engulfed the world at large, it is the primary responsibility of airlines to take all possible steps to ensure to the extent they can, that
the coronavirus does not infect and spread amongst the passengers flying on board the airliners. It is also equally important for
the airlines to take appropriate steps to eliminate all possibility of
the aircrew, cabin crew, maintenance personnel as also all other
members of the staff associated with the operation of the aircraft
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from being exposed to the menace of this scourge. One measure
adopted by operators of airlines the world over to prevent being
infected by the coronavirus, is to ensure that the aircraft are
properly sanitised to prevent the coronavirus from affecting any
passenger or member of the operating staff during travel by the
aircraft, its maintenance or ground handling of the aircraft. In the
final analysis, the responsibility with the airlines to take appropriate preventive measures against possible infection by coronavirus
would lie in the domain of air safety.
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ROUTINE SANITISING THE AIRCRAFT
It has been a general practice by airlines so far to have the cabin
crew assisted by the ground staff if available, to clean up the aircraft during turn around that is in the period between its arrival
in the parking slot on the tarmac after completing one leg of the
flight and its taxiing out for the next leg of the flight. However,
this cleaning is somewhat peripheral in nature as it involves collection of disposable items or trash from passengers seated for
the next leg of the flight or such items left behind by passengers
that have already disembarked. But when the aircraft completes
its flying task for the day and is back at its permanent base, the
process of cleaning which may take up to six hours is certainly
much more thorough especially if the aircraft is scheduled to
undertake an international flight next. Periodically, an aircraft
may even be taken off from flight schedule in order to be subjected to a much more thorough cleaning process. Each of the
airlines across the globe have their own cleaning schedules. The
aim however, is common which is to give the aircraft interior a
fresh or even a new look for its inaugural mission the following
day. Apart from deeper scrub, the cabin of the aircraft is treated
with some disinfectants as well; but possibly not potent enough
to counter the deadly coronavirus.
COPING WITH NEWLY EMERGING THREAT
With the threat of infection by coronavirus that has now spread
practically all over the world like a wildfire, it has now become
incumbent on airlines across the globe to adopt new and more
effective measures to tackle the emerging threat to passengers
as also all other personnel associated with the operations of
airlines. One method that the airlines have adopted to deal with
the situation is better and more effective method of sanitisation
of the aircraft especially its interior to ensure it is free of any
infecting agent. Airlines in the United States (US) have begun
the sanitise the cockpit as well as the cabin of the aircraft in
such a way that the crew and passengers can touch any soft
or hard surface while boarding the aircraft for a flight, during or disembarking after landing. Parts of the aircraft that are
prone to be touched more frequently need to be disinfected.
These include armrests, window shades, television screens on
the back of seats, folding tray tables, seat belts and clips, overhead bins and lavatories. Some airlines from the US even go
to the extent of sanitising catering services and galley equipment especially on international flights. United Airlines, American Airlines and Delta Airlines follow the practice of sanitising all of the cutlery, tableware, dishes and glassware before
they are washed and made ready to be
used again. Any leftovers of food and
other consumables are consigned to the
waste bin after arrival at destination to
ensure that these are not used again.
Sanitising the cabin of the aircraft
involves spraying or wiping surfaces
by any one disinfectant from the list
approved by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of the US. Incidentally, EPA provides not only a range of
disinfectants, but vital information very
useful for the people at large to help
prevent the spread of the coronavirus
now dubbed as COVID 19.
USE OF FOG MACHINES
A number of carriers amongst which
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Delta Airlines is one example, instead of providing mops soaked
in disinfectant, use fog machines to spray a high grade disinfectant on the complete surface of the cabin after every flight. The
fog machine can effectively coat every part of the cabin with
fine aerosol, including the ceiling, seats, trays, floor, lavatories,
crew rest areas and galleys. This technique is far more effective as the spray from the fog machine can reach every nook
and corner in the cabin which is not possible through wipes. As
per the Director of Airport Operations, Delta Airlines, Atlanta
the process of fogging is highly effective against many communicable diseases, including the coronavirus. United Airlines is
also following this method for its fleet of airliners deployed for
international flights.
FILTERING THE AIR INSIDE THE AIRCRAFT
Apart from sanitising the high touch areas in the cabin and
the cockpit, it is also necessary to sanitise or more appropriately, purify the air in the cabin that passengers will breathe
during the several hours spent on board while on a flight. For
this aircraft are equipped with High Efficiency Particulate Air
(HEPA) filters, similar to those used in operation theatres of
hospitals. In view of the new threat from coronavirus, this
air filtering facility has now acquired significantly greater
importance. The HEPA filter is capable of drawing fresh air
from outside and replacing the complete volume of air inside
the aircraft once every two to four minutes or 15 to 30 times
in an hour. This highly efficient filter is capable of removing
99.7 per cent of airborne particles present in the volume of
air inside the aircraft. This equipment in effect keeps the air
inside the aircraft sanitised.
FRESH MANDATE BY THE DGCA
To cope with the threat of COVID 19, the Indian Directorate
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) has issued fresh guidelines on
disinfecting aircraft carrying passengers. The latest directive
from the regulator lays down the requirement to sanitise the
aircraft as follows: “All aircraft shall be subjected to deep cleaning and disinfection at least once in 24 hours. All aircraft shall
be subjected to disinfectant during transit halts, when there are
no passengers on board. In case of transit passengers being on
board during transit halts, at least the lavatories and galleys
shall be disinfected.” The regulator has also asked airlines to
place hand sanitisers on all aircraft and one or more universal precaution kits to protect the crew, who are at high risk of
infection. The regulator has made it mandatory for the crew
to wear gloves and masks on flights to
countries affected by the virus and has
discontinued breath analyser test for
aircrew to prevent transmission of the
coronavirus.
With the nationwide lockdown and
suspension of civil flights, the problem
of proper sanitisation of aircraft has
now been reduced to only those flights
that are being undertaken to evacuate
those national stranded abroad. However, with the normalisation of the situation hopefully in not too distant a future,
techniques of sanitising of aircraft is an
area that will need much greater focus
and attention on the part of the management of the civil aviation industry as
also the regulatory authorities. SP

As per the Director of
Airport Operations,
Delta Airlines,
Atlanta, the process
of fogging is highly
effective against
many communicable
diseases, including
the coronavirus
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INDIAN AIRLINES FLY HIGH
WITH FREIGHTER SERVICES
While the Indian aviation industry struggles to keep its operational costs balanced,
a questionable economy not just of the industry but also the entire nation
is staring straight in the times to come
By AYUSHEE CHAUDHARY

PHOTOGRAPH: SPICEXPRESS.COM

SPICEJET’S DEDICATED CARGO ARM, SPICEXPRESS, HAS BEEN DOING DOORSTEP DELIVERIES OF ESSENTIAL SUPPLIES, MEDICINES
AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENT IN VARIOUS CITIES ACROSS INDIA

Analysis by the International Air Transport Association
(IATA) clearly states that the impact of the outbreak of the pandemic COVID-19, is severely challenging the existence of the
global air transport system as never before. While India is comparatively less hit as of now, but with the imposed lockdown,
the Indian aviation industry is not far from the adverse impacts.
According to IATA, before the outbreak, India‘s air transport
industry’s economic contribution was estimated at $35 billion,
supporting 6.2 million jobs and contributing 1.5 per cent to
GDP in India. However, COVID-19 has led to the destruction of
air travel demand on an unprecedented scale. India’s sched-
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uled carriers are currently in grave and immediate danger of
insolvency, states IATA. A cessation of operations would trigger a host of serious consequences. The contribution that the
airline industry makes to the economy of India is sure to be
wiped out if the airline industry collapses. At stake is not merely
the survival of the airlines and related industries, but whether
a safe, efficient and viable commercial aviation system will be
available to contribute to the post-COVID-19 restoration and
recovery of trade, travel, and indeed the economy of India itself,
points out IATA.
While airlines are trying their best to adopt every measure
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tonnes of medical supplies on 62 special flights between March
26 and 30 this year.
The Ministry of Civil Aviation also launched “Lifeline Udan”
flights for movement of medical and essential supplies across the
country and beyond. A total of 74 flights have been operated as of
April 1, 2020, for transporting medical cargo across the country.
As of April 05, cargo hubs created at Delhi, Mumbai, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Kolkata and Chennai have been feeding to
spokes at Guwahati, Dibrugarh, Agartala, Aizwal, Dimapur,
Imphal, Coimbatore, Thiruvananthapuram, Bhubaneswar, Raipur, Ranchi, Srinagar, Port Blair and Goa, as tweeted by Puri.
Till April 05, the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) and stakeholders have operated a total of 116 flights to transport over
160 tonnes of essential medical equipment and cargo to various
corners of the country.
Even while times get tough and the commercial airlines’
business is almost at halt, all carriers of the Indian aviation
industry have come forward to transport urgently required
cargo. Air India led the mission operating charter flights to
move cargo within the country, carrying medical equipments
and other essential items.
Domestic cargo operators Blue Dart and Spicejet have also
been reported as operating cargo flights on a commercial basis.
Air India had reportedly been operating cargo flights at cost.
While it has moved cargo for state governments as well as PSUs
transporting essential items to far-flung places in the North East
and Andaman and Nicobar Islands, the national carrier has also
operated special flights to China, Germany, Iran, Israel and is
expected to operate more flights to the US, UK and Canada.
FREIGHTERS FOR THE FIGHT
As of April 03, Mission Lifeline UDAN had transported almost
However, the Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) permitted
airlines to carry cargo in passenger cabin placed on seats, apart 20 tonnes of vital medical equipment to various corners of the
from the aircraft belly, so as to accommodate more freight in view country with the help of 10 flights by Air India and the IAF.
IndiGo’s relief flight, 6E-9121, operated from Delhi to Jodhof the lockdown and also to manage cost-efficient operations.
“Operations without passengers and with cargo in the pas- pur carrying 139 Indians, who were evacuated from Iran. On
senger compartment will require suitable number of crew April 4, IndiGo operated its first cargo flight from Kolkata to
members/personnel to survey and access all areas of the cabin Agartala via Imphal bringing essential medical supplies weighduring all phases of flight,” stated the DGCA advisory. In line ing 1,551 kg.
As of April 04, SpiceJet had operated 109 domestic cargo
with this, various flights by now have been operated during
lockdown period by Air India, Alliance Air, Indian Air Force flights beginning March 24, covering a distance of 1,14,993 km
to carry 825 tonnes cargo, while carried 2.33 tonnes of cargo
(IAF), Pawan Hans, IndiGo and SpiceJet.
The IAF has also airlifted over 25 tonnes of medical supplies across 4,871 km on five flights on March 03.
As of April 04, Blue Dart had operated 48 domestic cargo
from Delhi, Surat, and Chandigarh to Manipur, Nagaland and
the Union Territories of J&K and Ladakh, a statement said. The flights covering a distance of 45,783 km carrying 702.43 tonnes
of cargo between 25 March 25 and
IAF’s C-17, C-130, An-32, AVRO and
April 03, 2020.
Dornier aircraft are being used for the
MoCA stated on April 4 that so far,
assistance.
109 flights-covering a distance of over
The medical supplies include Per1,00,000 km hade been operated under
sonal Protective Equipment, hand saniAccording to IATA,
Mission Lifeline UDAN to help the nation
tizers, surgical gloves, thermal scanners
fight the COVID-19 pandemic.
and medical personnel.
before COVID-19,
Other carriers across the world such
contribution of
as Lufthansa, Delta, United and Etihad
CONTRIBUTION BY SPICEJET
India‘s air transport
have also began “passenger freighter”
SpiceJet also decided to put its cargo
services to aid in earning revenue at a
fleet to optimum use to ensure that supindustry was
time when passenger demand is falling
ply chain remains intact. The airline has
estimated at $35
sharply.
been working closely with state governThe Minister of Civil Aviation also
ments to ensure supplies of essential
billion, supporting
tweeted, “Stakeholders of our aviation
items, medicines, medical equipment
6.2 million jobs and
sector are at the forefront of India’s
and relief material.
contributing 1.5 per
efforts to contain and prevent the
As of March 27, the airline reported
spread of Coronavirus. Domestic airthat its fleet of five dedicated freighters
cent to GDP
lines and cargo operators along with
are crisscrossing the country daily and
the IAF have so far transported 15.4
flying to nearby countries including to
possible to mitigate the impact by cutting avoidable costs, the
reality is that airlines have substantial fixed costs which cannot
be reduced by cutting capacity – salaries need to be paid as do
aircraft financing arrangements and other fixed costs. In recent
weeks, airlines have been paying out more by way of refunds
than they have received in new booking revenues, meaning that
their reserves are rapidly depleting. Airlines risk running out of
cash in the very near future.
The situation that is in front of all of us is not completely
in our hands as lockdowns are the most viable solutions for
COVID-19. Hence the airlines have also been shut.
India is currently under lockdown till May 04, 2020, and the
situation beyond that remain uncertain too.
“The current lockdown on both domestic and international
passenger flights is till May 04, 2020. A decision to restart the
flights after this period remains to be taken. If required, we will
have to assess the situation on a case by case basis,” Hardeep
Singh Puri, Minister of Civil Aviation of India, said.
Sydney-based Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) estimates that many carriers are likely to go bankrupt by the end
of May if they cannot find support and further predicted that
about half of all global airlines could go out of business before
the end of the year. Bloomberg, determined that among airlines
that are in danger of going under are Pakistan International
Airlines, SpiceJet, Norwegian, American Airlines, SkyWest, Air
Asia, Asiana Airlines, Virgin Australia, Korean Air, China Eastern and China Southern Airlines.
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those in the Middle-East, South-East Asia, among other places
with fresh fruits and vegetables, cold chain medical supplies,
medicines, medical devices for various state governments, medical and pharma companies, international retailers and farmer
bodies in this joint war against COVID-19. The pilots, engineers,
loaders, security personnel operating and assisting these cargo
flight operations are continuously working in these unprecedented times.
SpiceJet’s dedicated cargo arm, SpiceXpress, has been
doing doorstep deliveries of essential supplies, medicines and
medical equipment in Bengaluru, Patna, Chennai, Ahmedabad,
Raipur, Hyderabad, Jaipur, Visakhapatnam, Srinagar, Thiruvananthapuram, Vadodara, Kochi, Guwahati, Jammu, Lucknow
among other cities.
SpiceJet has also been operating special cargo flights since
early March to ferry vital supplies in the fight against coronavirus. SpiceJet also reported helping transport an emergency
consignment of IR Thermometres, required to detect COVID-19,
to Kolkata from Hong Kong and was to operate more flights.
Special cargo flights have also been operated to Gujarat and
other states too.
“SpiceJet operated a special charter flight from Delhi to
Coimbatore on March 27 on Government’s request. This flight
was operated at a very short notice and carried a Hazmat suit.
This will help local authorities replicate and start local manufacturing. SpiceJet has offered our aircraft and crew for any
humanitarian mission that the government needs us to fly,” said
Ajay Singh, Chairman and Managing Director, SpiceJet.
He also added that they are already flying food, medicines
and medical equipment for the government every day. “We would
love to alleviate the suffering of these migrant workers especially
those from Bihar by flying some flights between Delhi/Mumbai
and Patna.”
Special cargo flights were even operated by SpiceJet to Abu
Dhabi, Kuwait and other countries taking fresh fruits and vegetables and helping Indian farmers maintain continuity of their
supply chains.
Dedicated freighter services from Chennai and Vishakhapatnam to Surat and Kolkata are in constant operations to help
India’s shrimp farmers. Till now, shrimp hatcheries used to face
a lot of problems in transporting seeds in the absence of dedicated flights leading to a high mortality rate of shrimp seeds
which in turn led to heavy losses.
AIR INDIA CREW AFFECTED
Unfortunately, one of Air India’s cabin
crew was recently tested positive. She
had reportedly operated one of the
evacuation flights between Mumbai
and Newark in the United States. Post
this, Air India’s cargo handling subsidiary – AI Airport Services (AI APS), had
asked 14 of its employees to go into
home quarantine. This has led to Air
India pilots involved in rescue missions
for stranded Indians and those operating chartered flights to rescue foreign
nationals amid the coronavirus outbreak raising concerns over safety.
Despite this, the cargo operations
continue and in fact, talks are also on
regarding operations of cargo flights to
China to get medical supplies. “We got
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the approval for launching the freighter operations to Shanghai
from Delhi for two dates – April 04 and 05. We have applied for
subsequent dates also and we hope to get those approvals also
within a day,” said Air India chief, Rajiv Bansal during a press
conference. He said Air India has also got the approval for carrying cargo flight operations to Hong Kong.
Air India is also scheduled to operate 18 charter flights to fly
back German, French, Irish and Canadian nationals stranded in
India during the lockdown as requested by the embassies
Amid all this and more, some airlines have also announced
cutoffs in pay while trying to deny any risk to the jobs even
though employees are constantly worried about the same.
INTERNATIONAL AIR CARGO DEMAND FLUCTUATIONS
It might be expected that the cargo industry would be doing
fine in such times as they are in demand for constant transportation of medical supplies, and other necessities. That was
witnessed also in many parts of the world. However, the restrictions and the risk involved have even affected the cargo sector.
IATA released February 2020 data for global air freight markets showing that demand, measured in cargo tonne kilometres (CTKs*), decreased by 1.4 per cent compared to the same
period in 2019. By February, the negative impact of the COVID19 crisis on air cargo demand was becoming visible.
Some of the significant developments witnessed in the
month of March include:
• Widespread factory closures and travel restrictions lead to
a sharp drop in the manufacturing production in China, one
of the world’s largest air cargo markets.
• Global export orders fell to a historically low level. The global
Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is in contraction territory,
with all major trading nations reporting falling orders.
• As a result of airlines reducing passenger operations in
response to government travel restrictions due to COVID-19,
severely impacting global supply chains and causing significant cargo capacity lost.
• Cargo capacity, measured in available cargo tonne kilometers (ACTKs), dropped by 4.4 per cent year-on-year in February 2020. This is subject to the same distortions as the
non-seasonally adjusted demand numbers.
A sizeable decline was also suffered by the airlines in Europe
in year-on-year growth in total air cargo volumes in February
2020, while North American and Asia-Pacific carriers experienced more moderate falls. Middle East,
Latin America and Africa were the only
regions to record growth in air freight
demand compared to February 2019.
“I have been pleased to note that
several States have implemented measures to prevent disruptions to such
critical operations, by maintaining all
cargo flights and excluding crew members of cargo flights from quarantine,”
noted Dr Fang Liu, Secretary General of
the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). “There is an urgent need
to ensure the sustainability of the global
air cargo supply chain and to maintain
the availability of critical medications
and equipment such as ventilators,
masks, and other health and hygiene
items which will help reduce the spread
of COVID-19.” SP

While airlines are
trying their best to
mitigate the impact
by cutting avoidable
costs, the reality is
that airlines have
substantial fixed
costs which cannot
be reduced by
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INDIAN AIRLINE
INDUSTRY IN
DISTRESS

ILLUSTRATION: ANOOP KAMATH

Unless the Government of India steps in and extends
timely and unmitigated financial support the airline
industry may find it difficult to survive

The CoronaVirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), was first
detected in December 2019 in the city of Wuhan, the capital of
Hubei province of China. Since then, the virus has spread rapidly
turning into a pandemic that has been raging across the globe
with no sign of abatement as yet. India too has been affected badly
forcing the government to resort to a nationwide lockdown on
March 22, 2020 followed by an extended lockdown for 21 days
from March 25 to April 14 and once again up to May 3 this year .
As compared with the other types of viruses that have been periodically affecting the nation over the years, the widespread infection by COVID-19 and the rate at which the number of persons
affected by this virus is increasing, it does not appear possible to
predict as to when this menace will be brought under control and
normalcy to life that has been totally disrupted, would be restored.
As of now, it appears that even after May 3, if not a total lockdown,
the government may be compelled to impose restrictions in areas
that have been severely affected by this virus. Such areas have
been described as “Hotspots”.
The outbreak of COVID-19 has adversely affected all segments of the global economy which would include farming,
travel industry, manufacturing and the complete range of small,
large and medium size businesses across the globe. The daily
wage earners especially are in complete distress. On account of
the near total paralysis in movement by personnel, businesses
related to travel has been hit very hard and one of the segments
that has suffered a particularly devastating impact is the global
aviation industry of which the airline industry is perhaps the
worst affected. On account of the cessation of both domestic
and international flights, the Indian carriers have had to ground
their fleets impacting their source of revenue drastically and
have even resorted to terminating services of pilots who had
been re-employed on contract after retirement from the airline
at the age of 58. While the national carrier has been employed
to evacuate personnel to and from India at government expense,
the private carriers have not been assigned such responsibility
in the prevailing circumstances.
The plight of the Indian airline industry though well known
to one and all in the country, has been formally brought to the
notice of the Government of India by Alexandre de Juniac, Director General (DG) and the Chief Executive Officer of the International Air Transport Association (IATA). In a personal letter to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi,
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The DG, IATA has stated that the crisis the Indian airline industry is facing currently, is much worse and far more widespread
than that faced by the industry ever before. He goes on to say that
“Prior to the outbreak of COVID-19, contribution to the economy
by India‘s air transport industry was estimated to be around $35
billion, supporting 6.2 million jobs and contributing 1.5 per cent to
the GDP. However, COVID-19 has led to the destruction of air travel
demand on an unprecedented scale. Travel restrictions and other
measures adopted by governments have made most international
air services economically unviable or operationally impossible,
resulting in a rapid shrinking of the global air transport network.
IATA estimates that COVID-19 could result in a nine per cent loss
in passenger volumes and a loss of $2.1 billion in passenger base
revenues for the air transport market in India in 2020. The disruptions in air travel on account of COVID-19, could well affect about
5,75,000 jobs and $3.2 billion in GDP that are supported by the air
transport industry in India.”
The DG, IATA believes that the airlines in India especially those
in the private sector, are currently in a grave and immediate danger
of insolvency that could lead to total collapse, depriving the Indian
economy of the significant contributions that the airline industry
makes. This would be a complete disaster as it would deprive the
nation of a safe, efficient and viable commercial air transport facility that provides connectivity both within the country and abroad.
While the airline industry is adopting every possible measure to
mitigate the impact of COVID-19, in the prevailing circumstances,
their options are extremely limited. To alleviate the problems for
the Indian airline industry, the DG, IATA has requested Prime Minister Modi for direct financial support temporarily to compensate
for reduced revenues and liquidity attributable to travel restrictions imposed as a result of COVID-19. The financial support by the
government could be by way of loans from banks or support from
the corporate bond market, both with appropriate guarantee by
the government, waiver of airport charges, taxes on air fares and
other government-imposed levies, temporary waiver or reduction
of excise duty on Aviation Turbine Fuel (ATF) and credit to airlines
for purchase of ATF.
There is no doubt that on account of COVID-19, the Indian
airline industry today is facing an unprecedented disaster.
Unless the Government of India steps in and extends timely and
unmitigated financial support as opined by the DG, IATA, the
Indian airline industry may find it difficult to survive. SP
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